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THE WINE AND SPIRIT TRADE ASSOCIATION 
 
The WSTA is the UK lobbying organisation for the wine and spirit industry representing over 320 
companies producing, importing, transporting and selling wines and spirits. We campaign to 
promote the industry’s interests with governments at home and abroad.  
 
The WSTA works with its members to promote the responsible production, marketing and sale of 
alcohol and to share best practice with the entire trade. The WSTA provides the secretariat for the 
Retail of Alcohol Standards Group (RASG) and works closely with other related member 
organisations to tackle under-age sales and drinking.  
 
The WSTA and its members have helped develop a number of the industry’s key social 
responsibility initiatives including: 
- Challenge 25 and Challenge 21 before it, 
- Community Alcohol Partnerships 
- WSTA / Drinkaware Point of Sale Materials 
- The Campaign for Smarter Drinking 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
The Wine and Spirit Trade Association supports the Government’s ambition to reduce underage 
drinking and alcohol related disorder.   We believe that the reasons behind alcohol misuse are 
complex and require sustained long term responses by all stakeholders working in partnership. It 
should also be emphasised that the vast majority of premises trade responsibly and within the law 
and the vast majority of people who drink do so moderately and without causing harm to 
themselves or others.  
 
We have entered into this Consultation very constructively with Government and provided 
considerable input and assistance in ensuring that proposals are fully thought through and the 
impacts and unintended consequences are fully understood. However, at the end of the process 
we are genuinely concerned that, whatever the intentions of the Code when it was first envisaged, 
taken together the measures proposed are unlikely to have a major impact on the desired objective 
of reducing alcohol disorder.  
 
The Code also takes a one size fits all approach to licensed premises and will create significant 
anomalies by turning best practice techniques into legal requirements. The measures will impose 
large costs on licensed premises and potentially damage progress made in partnership working 
with local authorities and police.  
 
We believe better results can be obtained through partnership and better enforcement of the 
Licensing Act as it stands.  National social marketing campaigns such as the recently launched 
‘Campaign for Smarter Drinking’ and local initiatives like Community Alcohol Partnerships can be 
used to target  key groups in the population at the same time as creating bespoke solutions to 
problems at a local level. 
 
As Government has indicated it is minded to introduce the Code, we have responded to the 
consultation with observations and comments on how we think it can be made to work in the most 
effective way possible.  The processes involved in imposing the Code are complex and we 
appreciate the high level of consultation that has been offered to stakeholders.  The WSTA would 
like to continue to play a part in this working as the proposals are taken forward. 
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KEY FACTS 
Average alcohol consumption in the UK is falling:  

 Per capita alcohol consumption has been falling since 2004 

 The UK ranks 13th out of 27 in the EU league table of per capita alcohol consumption 

 On average, Britons drink 17 per cent less than the French, and 19 per cent less than the Germans 

UK Alcohol consumption, 1990-2008 
(litres per head of 100% alcohol) 

 
[Source: HMRC/Nielsen/BBPA] 

The majority of people drink responsibly: 

 The numbers drinking over the recommended weekly guidelines fell between 2000 and 2006 

- Men down from 29% to 23% 

- Women down from 17% to 12% 

 The Department of Health have estimated that in the UK, 7% of the population drink 33% of the alcohol 
consumed.1 

Underage drinking is declining but those who drink consume more: 

 Underage drinking is down from 26% of 11-15 year olds in 2001 to 21% in 2006 

 The numbers of 11-15 year olds who have never drunk alcohol are increasing: 

- 40% in 2000 to 46% in 2006  

 Weekly alcohol consumption among those 11-15 year olds who drink is up from an average of 10 units in the last 
decade to 11.4 units in 2006 

Binge drinking is declining but is more common among 16-24 year olds: 

 Number of people reporting binge drinking (over 8 units) on at least one day in previous week is down: 

- Men from23% in 2003/4 to 18% to 2006 

- Women from 9% in 2003/4 to 8% in 2006 

 Among 16-24 year olds, 27% of men and 21% of women reported binge-drinking in 2006, down from 36% and 
26% in 2001 

The laws we have to tackle alcohol misuse are not being enforced: 

 Just 2 people have been prosecuted and one found guilty of selling alcohol to a drunken person since the 2003 
Licensing Act was introduced (Parliamentary Written Answer 180410 19/03/08) 

 Only 6 people in England and Wales were found guilty of supplying alcohol to under-18s in 2006.  

 Not one person since 2004 has been given the maximum fine for refusing to surrender alcohol in a public place or 
refusing a police officer’s instruction to stop drinking.  
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GENERAL COMMENTS ON THE CONSULTATION 

1. The Wine and Spirit Trade Association strongly shares the Government’s ambition to reduce 
harm from alcohol misuse. We fully recognise – as many of our town and city centres sadly 
reveal each weekend - that there is a section of the population which causes damage to its 
health and to the wider community through misuse of alcohol. The industry is determined to 
work in partnership with the Government to tackle these problems.  

2. Whilst not under-estimating the scale and seriousness of alcohol misuse, we believe that any 
strategy must recognise that the vast majority drink responsibly and that the majority of 
businesses behave in a responsible manner and act as the first line of law enforcement. 

3. What is needed are targeted policies designed to tackle the minority with alcohol problems and 
the minority of rogue businesses in the industry that do not comply with the law, let alone with 
industry best practice.  We believe that the Licensing Act provides police and local authorities 
with the means to do this. The proposals for the Code that deal with licensing conditions, both 
mandatory and discretionary, do not give any powers that were not already available through 
the Licensing Act. In fact it can be argued that they are more restrictive than the Act as they do 
not give local authorities the freedom to write their own licensing conditions. 

4. Sir Philip Hampton’s 2005 review of reducing burdens on businesses set out the Hampton 
Principles which should be consistently applied throughout the regulatory system.  One of the 
main principles was that regulators should recognise that a key element of their activity should 
be to encourage economic progress and should only intervene when there is a clear case for 
protection.  We do not believe that such a clear case exists behind the Code and we are 
convinced that in accordance with the principles of good policy making these proposals should 
be: 

- Evidence-based 

- Fair  

- Proportionate 

- Effective 

- Consistent  

- Avoid unintended consequences 

THE LICENSING ACT & EXISTING LEGISLATION 

5. The implementation of the Licensing Act was accompanied by a great deal of speculation 
about the effect it would have on crime and disorder.  Four years after its introduction we can 
see that the Act is functioning well. Extended licensing hours have not brought about the 
effects that were feared.  Representatives of the police and local authorities have commented 
that the effects have been positive or neutral and that their enhanced powers have been useful.  
It is also worth noting that while crime in the UK is down, perceptions of crime are rising. 

6. The Licensing Act 2003 is a relatively new piece of legislation and aspects of it are still bedding 
in across the country.  The National Audit Office in 2008 found that not all local authorities were 
using the Act to its best advantage2 and the House of Commons Select Committee on Culture, 
Media and Sport highlighted the problems associated with inconsistency of implementation3.  
There are also a number of pieces of legislation associated with the Act that have yet to be 
even put into practice, Alcohol Disorder Zones are a notable example, as well as measures like 
Drink Banning Orders.  

7. In the past ten years the Government has introduced at least 34 different initiatives aimed at 
reducing alcohol misuse and alcohol related disorder. Rather than bringing in new measures, in 
our opinion, more focus should be given to enforcing existing legislation.  Introducing new 
legislation will increase the cost of administration for police and local authorities. Police don’t 
have the time and resources to enforce the legislation that is already in place and local 
authorities are already underfunded relative to the cost of administering the licensing regime. 
Initiatives such as Home Office Alcohol Training Workshops should be a focus for Government 
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action.  Last year, these sessions trained 1,200 front line enforcers on effective use of powers 
already available to them.  We would encourage more action like this.   

8. We are not convinced that the measures proposed in the Mandatory Code will have a 
significant effect in tackling alcohol misuse and we do not believe that the Government has 
presented convincing evidence that these measures will have the required impact. 

9. We also note the lack of appetite for these powers from those who will be enforcing them.  The 
experience of the Consultation stakeholder events shows significant resistance from front line 
practitioners from local authorities and police, many of whom have stated that the proposals 
will not make an impact.  The Local Government Association has stated that “The LGA Group 
opposes the introduction of a mandatory code of conduct for alcohol retailers. The principle of 
blanket regulations is in opposition to the spirit of the Licensing Act 2003, and will penalise the 
vast majority of responsible retailers and impose new burdens on local authorities.”  We hope 
that these misgivings will be taken into account in the Government response to this 
consultation. 

 

A MISSED OPORTUNITY 

10. We welcome the fact that the Government is making efforts to address individual and parental 
responsibility towards alcohol in measures that are being taken forward alongside the Code in 
the Policing and Crime Bill.  However, we consider that Government is still at risk of missing 
vital opportunities in this area.  Measures such as increasing the fine for a person caught 
drinking in a public place are virtually meaningless given the fact that the current maximum fine 
has never been used.  Such policies, aimed at 'sending a message', just underline the 
imbalance of enforcement of crimes committed by licensees and those by members of the 
public.  Alcohol retailers have a duty to sell responsibly and within the law that is rightly, well 
enforced.  But evidence shows that the most pervasive sources of alcohol for underage people 
are not licensed premises and the current proposals do nothing to address this.  Of the 11-15-
year-olds who drank 14 or more units in the previous week 48 per cent claim to have been 
given alcohol directly by their parents4.   Alcohol is also now one of the most shoplifted 
categories of products from retailers.   

11. Proxy purchasing is a very significant problem that not only allows young people access to 
alcohol but puts them into the potentially risky situation of being reliant on a stranger. The 
crime is difficult to detect but not impossible, especially with the help and intelligence that local 
licensees can bring into the equation.  Some areas have been innovative in their responses to 
the problem; many areas have used the Community Alcohol Partnership model to use retailers' 
help in identifying proxy purchasers and some have used young volunteers to intercept and 
warn potential proxy purchasers about the effects of their actions5.   

12. Measures to help local authorities, parents and retailers tackle this problem are a notable 
omission from these proposals.  Evidence strongly suggests that proxy purchasing is a 
common problem and one that leads to young people being in a town centre with alcohol.  It 
seems odd that this issue is neglected when the online sale of alcohol is a focus of the Code, 
given the lack of evidence to suggest that young people are using online retailers (who most 
often sell large volumes of alcohol, especially wine, at premium prices).  

A THREAT TO PARTNERSHIP WORKING 

13. Curbing the ability of children to access alcohol is an aim that Government and industry shares 
and success has been achieved in recent years in lowering underage sales in shops. In 2004, 
the overall test purchase failure rate was 50 per cent. In 2006, it had dropped to 20 per cent. In 
2007, a campaign targeted specifically on problem premises delivered a result of 15 per cent 
overall6.  

14. The Retail of Alcohol Standards Group; a forum for off-trade alcohol retailers managed by the 
WSTA - has been instrumental in driving up standards in training and responsible practice, 
achieving in 2005 the roll-out of Challenge 21 in a matter of weeks.  Retailers in the UK 
estimate that they make approximately 1.5 million age-related challenges for proof of age per 
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month. This can be compared to the 18 prosecutions and 62 penalties notices issued for 
attempting to purchase alcohol under age in 20067.  

15. There is a danger that the strides in best practice and partnership working (acknowledged in 
chapter six of this consultation) could be jeopardised by the blunt instrument of a mandatory 
code.  A mandatory standard for best practice is an oxymoron; best practice (policies that go 
further than what is required by the law) is by nature voluntary.  This proposal will discourage 
innovation and the willingness of businesses to participate in solving these problems.  This is in 
no one’s interests. 

KEY CONCERNS ABOUT THE CODE FOR ALCOHOL RETAILERS 

Criteria for policy making 

16. Prior to the launch of this consultation, draft proposals were circulated with a checklist 
document that specified a number of criteria that conditions would have to meet to be included 
in the Code.  This checklist can be found at Annex 1.  We welcomed the circulation of this 
document and the commitment to evidence based policy making using the principles of Better 
Regulation.  However, the finalised consultation gives rise to concerns that these criteria have 
been abandoned.  Conditions such as discretionary condition 16 (bulk discounts on alcohol) 
and the proposals for mandatory health and unit signage do not seem to relate to the four 
objectives of the Licensing Act. It is not clear how they would have an effect on crime and 
disorder or the other objectives of the Act.   

17. We would urge that the Government progress only proposals that meet the criteria and are 
supported by a robust evidence base.  The checklist was put together as an aid to good policy 
making and we strongly believe that continuing to use it will make for better and more effective 
outcomes in the long term.  

Changing the nature of the Licensing Act 

18. The mandatory and discretionary conditions in the proposed code fundamentally run counter to 
one of the basic tenets of the Licensing Act; that each premise should be judged on its own 
merits and conditions should be imposed according to the nature of the premise and the 
problems that need tackling. Local authorities already have the powers to impose conditions on 
licensed premises after a review and are able to draft bespoke conditions that fit the problem 
and the premise.  A uniform approach goes directly against the Licensing Act’s Section 182 
guidance which states: 

“The Act requires that licensing conditions should be tailored to the size, style, characteristics 
and activities taking place at the premises concerned. This rules out standardised conditions 
which ignore these individual aspects. It is important that conditions are proportionate and 
properly recognise significant differences between venues.”8 

19. A further concern is the use of the Licensing Act to bring in regulations that are not related to 
the four objectives of the Licensing Act.  This issue is explicitly covered in the criteria (annex 1).   

Unintended consequences of legislating due diligence techniques 

20. Many of the conditions simply specify, and make mandatory, due diligence processes for 
complying with existing laws.  While, clearly, best practice ought always to be encouraged, 
making it a legal duty in this way would have the effect of stifling innovation in best practice by 
responsible retailers.   

21. Many retailers already undertake measures that the code would legislate for on a flexible basis 
as suits the needs of their business in complying with the law.  Making best practice mandatory 
and including specific criteria about the way it is carried out would penalise the companies that 
lead the market in good practice as they would have to spend additional time proving that they 
do so, or change their processes to fit the methods specified in the Code.  We believe that this 
will not encourage companies to be innovative in their best practice and could even harm the 
good work already going on a voluntary basis. 

22. Challenge 25 is a pertinent example of what can be achieved through voluntary best practice 
and the speed in which it can be accomplished.  There would be little or no incentive for 
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companies to spend money and staff hours updating their policies in this way under a 
mandatory code of best practice. 

Timescale for implementation 

23. There has been a lack of clarity during the consultation process about the timetable for bringing 
these measures in and what lead-in times will be given.  It has been suggested that lead-in 
times will only be specified for the mandatory conditions in the Code and that discretionary 
conditions will have effect immediately.  This does not seem logical given that the discretionary 
conditions have been formulated as options to escalate the basic level of good practice put in 
place by the mandatory conditions.  While we do not agree with this analysis, we believe that 
bringing the second section of the Code in before the first is likely to cause a lot of confusion 
and belie the whole idea of the measures as one unified Code.  As the Government intends to 
inform licensees of their obligations through publicity in trade media and through other 
channels, it would seem logical and more cost effective to publicise and implement both 
measures at the same time. 

24. It has also been suggested that lead in times will be decided on the basis of how severe the 
mandatory conditions in the finished code are considered to be.  We do not believe that this is 
a fair approach.  Whatever the finished mandatory conditions are, breaching them will incur 
significant penalties and licensees have the right to be made aware of them and given 
sufficient time to take action.  We would argue that standard lead in times for changes to the 
Licensing Act should be followed.   

25. It should also be noted that Government cannot be expected to make accurate estimates of 
how easy or difficult a condition is to comply with for a business and decisions on lead in times 
made on this basis are likely to be arbitrary. A mandatory condition on online age verification 
could, for instance, entail negotiation with delivery companies, overhauling of websites or an 
audit of wine club membership, depending on the business.  This particular condition would 
require a lead in time of at least twelve months to be workable. 
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MANDATORY CONDITIONS - GENERAL CONCERNS 

26. Mandatory conditions would present significant costs at a time when business is particularly 
difficult and even the smallest extra costs are a problem.  Government figures suggest that 
approximately three quarters of all alcohol retailers are small businesses and these would find 
the burden particularly difficult.  The cost of staff familiarising themselves with the new 
legislation, one that will fall upon all licensed businesses, has been estimated by Government 
at £78 per business or £14million across the trade.  We believe the figure would be far higher 
as the changes to the Licensing Act will entail staff being made aware of a number of new 
offences.  The cost of re-training will be compounded by the high turnover of staff in the retail 
trade and the need to overhaul corporate training materials, such as DVDs, poster, worksheets 
etc (methods of training are discussed in more detail in a later section). 

Automatic imposition 

27. There will be no formal mechanism for making licensees aware of the mandatory conditions 
that will be added to every licence in England and Wales.  The Home Office has indicated a 
number of channels through which it will communicate the changes, including trade 
associations, but there are large numbers of very small independent businesses who are not 
members of trade associations and do not regularly read the trade press. Without funding for 
communication there is a serious possibility that hard to reach businesses will not realise their 
new obligations and the heavy fines that could result from not meeting them. 

Costs will be greater if conditions are altered frequently 

28. The Regulatory Impact Assessment (RIA) for the Policing and Crime Bill also asserts that the 
substance of the Code expressed in the Statutory Instrument may be subject to changes.  “The 
advantage of introducing a code of practice through this mechanism rather than as a 
standalone Act of Parliament is flexibility. Given the evolving nature of the industry it is highly 
likely that amendments to the content of the code would need to be made in future to ensure it 
continues to meet the objectives set out above…” (RIA Pg. 10) 

29. This is a worry for businesses faced with the prospect of the cost of keeping up to date with 
moving legislation.  We would be grateful for clarification that if the mandatory code were at 
some future date to be changed, the Statutory Instrument that legislates for the mandatory 
conditions would be re-laid subject to affirmative resolution after appropriate consultation with 
stakeholders. 

SPECIFIC MANDATORY CONDITIONS  

The responsible person(s) shall ensure that if sold for consumption on the premises, alcoholic 
drinks of the kinds referred to below must be available and offered for sale or supply in the 
measures stated  these measures are based on the standard quantities specified in the existing 
Weights and Measures legislation: 

 Beer, lager and cider: ½ pint 

 Gin, rum, vodka or whisky: 25ml or 35ml; and  

 Still wine in a glass: 125ml (except where wine is only served by the bottle). 

30. The WSTA believes that consumers should be offered a choice of measures and in principle 
are supportive of anything which helps to achieve this.  

31. We believe that it is desirable for premises to offer a choice of measures in wine (125ml, 175ml 
and 250ml) and beer (½ and pint), we welcome the fact that this proposal specifies the less 
costly option of using measures, rather different glasses. 

32. Spirits are served by optic and are regulated under the Weights & Measures act.  The question 
on spirit measures is dealt with below. 

The requirement for on-line and mail order retailers to have a robust form of age verification in 
place when selling alcohol. 
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33. Whilst we totally support the need to ensure that young people do not access alcohol through 
the internet or mail-order in accordance with the existing law we believe there is limited 
evidence that young people are in fact using online retail as a source of alcohol. The delayed 
nature of online sales and the fact that the majority of sites only sell by the case for practical 
reasons means that they are unlikely to be a large contributor to alcohol related disorder. There 
is far more evidence that young people are getting access to alcohol through older friends, 
relatives or strangers, yet the issue of proxy purchasing is not addressed in these or the 
accompanying proposals.   

34. The Consultation document argues that “the level of underage alcohol sales purchased online 
or by mail order is uncertain. But there is a risk that by making it more difficult for young people 
to obtain alcohol from a licensed premises directly, more under 18s may seek alcohol in this 
way.”9 We believe that it has already become substantially more difficult for young people to 
obtain alcohol directly from licensed premises in the past five years and that the effects of this 
have been seen in higher levels of proxy purchasing. 

35. It is already illegal to sell alcohol to a minor.  A mandatory condition of this nature would 
duplicate existing legislation and create a situation where failing to have a sufficiently visible 
and robust system would incur a harsher punishment than the offence itself.  The majority of 
on-line retailers already have processes and systems in place depending on their style of 
business, to ensure they do not sell to under-18s.   

36. We welcome the fact that Government has not taken forward proposals to specify a software 
solution which would penalise smaller businesses. Integrating age verification software into a 
website and operating the checks for every transaction would be a prohibitive cost to many 
online retailers and would seem especially perverse in the case of smaller merchants with a 
select group of regular customers. These costs would represent a formidable barrier to new 
businesses entering the market.  

37. There is a great deal of diversity in online businesses.  While there are large retailers who 
operate online, many online wine sellers are very small retailers headed by entrepreneurs who 
use the low overheads of trading via the internet to cater to niche and premium markets for 
drinks.  If this proposal is introduced then it needs to be simple and provide flexibility for 
different types of business.  For example, some retailers operate under the assumption that a 
transaction is not complete until the customer has physically received the goods and check age 
at the point of delivery as well as or instead of at the point of purchase.  As the RIA 
acknowledges, “all of these are acceptable methods”10.   

38. In order not to outlaw existing systems that are working well, if this condition is put in place we 
would suggest a system along the lines of the retailer commitment to the Home Office on 
online sales of knives, whereby retailers committed to “enhance safeguards on internet sales to 
address attempted underage sale of knives.”11  Best practice strategies for complying with the 
condition could then be set out in statutory guidance. 

39. During the Consultation process we have asked on a number of occasions for clarity on a 
specific issue that has legal implications for this proposed condition. We are still awaiting a 
response and it may be that once we have confirmation from Government we may wish to 
make further representations. The issue relates to the legality of delivering alcohol to someone 
under-18. Our lawyers’ interpretation is that under the Licensing Act 2003 Guidance no offence 
is committed if the delivery of alcohol is made to an under-18 at a place where the buyer, or the 
person to be supplied, lives or works (includes not just online sales). This reflects section 
151(6) from the Licensing Act 2003. The Home Office agreed this interpretation in 2007 when 
we sought clarification and it is our view that this proposed condition needs to be considered 
alongside this guidance to avoid a conflict. 

40. We would add that there is a lack of clarity about which local authority would have the 
responsibility of enforcing this proposed condition in the case of a company that may be based 
in a different area from the licensed warehouse where their products are dispatched from.  
Websites based abroad would pose a further problem.  
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POINT OF SALE INFORMATION 

Through the Food Safety Act it will be a requirement for licensed premises to display information 
about the alcohol unit content of a representative sample of drinks offered for sale. In addition, 
off-trade premises would be required to display health guidelines about: 

 regular consumption 

 information about the health risks of regular excessive drinking and binge drinking 

 risks of drinking alcohol during pregnancy. 

These would be within sight of every display of alcohol stock offered for sale in the off-trade (e.g. 
shops and supermarkets). 

Evidence base for Government signage 

41. We support the principle of giving consumers the information to make informed decisions via 
both labels and at point of sale, as demonstrated by our own initiative to develop cross-industry 
information supported at its launch by the Department of Health.  However, we are not 
convinced that this proposal in its current format will deliver the Government’s aims for 
communication. 

42. We are not clear what evidence this proposal is built upon, what the aim is and whether the 
Government has researched how best to communicate these messages to consumers. We 
would be interested in understanding why the Government considers that the off-trade should 
have different requirements to the on-trade in terms of health messages. Products in the off-
trade are already the subject of a voluntary agreement on labelling. Research developed by the 
WSTA and Drinkaware and in the development of the Campaign for Smarter Drinking suggests 
that consumers are not receptive to this type of “Government” style health message in retail 
environments and furthermore, they quickly become ‘wallpaper’. Before proceeding with this 
proposal the Government needs to work with the industry based on the foundation of the 
Campaign for Smarter Drinking to understand how best to communicate these messages in 
these different environments. 

Logistical difficulties 

43. Legislating for the placement of such signs in store will be extremely difficult given the diversity 
of premises in the off trade.  The placing of alcohol displays can vary a great deal and not all 
are necessarily against walls or surfaces that it is easy to place signage on.  We would argue 
that a format similar to 'shelf barkers' or existing price and POS displays would have the least 
cost impact on small businesses. 

44. Another problem for retailers, particularly in smaller format stores, is available space to display 
health messages, particularly alongside other positive messages they are trying to convey, 
such as support for agricultural producers, fair-trade and advice on healthy eating. 

Disproportionately harsh penalties for getting it wrong 

45. The penalties for breaking the Food Safety Act 1990 is a fine of up to £20,000 per offence and 
a prison sentence of up to six months. This is a disproportionate sanction for displaying 
incorrect signage, not least because this penalty exceeds those for committing offences like 
selling alcohol to a person who is underage or intoxicated. Given that existing Point Of Sale 
material is often stolen, lost or damaged owing to its removable nature this penalty seems 
disproportionate to the offence – particularly if the materials are in fact removed by third 
parties. It would be extremely difficult to ensure compliance across an entire store network. 

Duplication of voluntary initiatives 

46. Work between the Drinkaware Trust and the Wine and Spirit Trade Association (welcomed in 
the consultation) has already produced a suite of sensible drinking signage that was displayed 
in well over 12,000 major retail outlets and tens of thousands  more small retailers to which the 
materials were distributed through the trade publication, Off Licence News.  The advantage of 
this voluntary action is that it allows stores to adapt the design to fit with their own branding and 
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understanding of what will be most impactful to consumers.  This is also done without cost to 
the public purse, whereas the RIA accompanying this proposal includes the possibility of 
having Government signage designed and of subsidising its production. 

47. We would also make the point that the industry funded ‘Campaign for Smarter Drinking” social 
marketing scheme is due to be launched to consumers in September 2009 and will cover many 
of the issues included in these proposals and go even further.  A standard issue Government 
message would detract from this messaging and in using the space available for this 
messaging  would severely impair the Campaign’s ability to reach consumers. 

48. The Campaign for Smarter Drinking will be in stores months before the regulation could come 
into force and messages will be tailored to provide credible advice at different points in the 
evening and in different situations.  We believe that using the techniques of advertising and 
marketing to promote healthy drinking messages, in partnership with industry, is the quickest 
and most effective approach and we would urge the Government to work with industry to build 
on this project to deliver these type of messages rather than create more duplication and cost. 

Exemption for businesses not open to the public 

49. There are licensed premises, particularly warehouses and depots used by the on-line and 
distance selling market, which are not open to consumers. Therefore requiring them to have 
Point of Sale information would be entirely inappropriate. They should be excluded from this 
condition. 
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AREAS FOR FURTHER CONSULTATION:  

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES LEGISLATION 

50. The WSTA believe that consumers should be offered a choice of measures and in principle are 
supportive of anything that helps to achieve this.  This proposal does raise three issues that 
require consideration: 

Unintended consequences in consumers’ choices 

51. Before a decision is made on this proposal, research needs to be done to determine whether 
offering a single measure of 25ml would lead to customers ordering doubles if the option of 
35ml was removed. 

52. It should be noted that 35ml measures were originally introduced to provide a better quality 
spirit & mixer drink, therefore removing the consumer desire to replace their first drink quickly. 

Cost to businesses 

53. Where bars use optics to dispense spirits measures, a change to the flexibility of weights and 
measures legislation could entail a significant cost in replacing measures.  As has been 
discussed before, now is not the time to be imposing extra costs on the trade. 

Consistency with NLWM (National Laboratory for Weights and Measures) legislation 

54. NLWM recently consulted on a series of updates to weights and measure legislation for various 
goods including spirits.  It is essential that any proposals by the Home Office are compatible 
with the results of this consultation. 

55. Given these considerations, we believe that maintaining the flexibility to select which of the 
measures are served would be the best outcome. 

BANNING SALES LOWER THAN DUTY + VAT 

56. We are not clear of the aim of this proposal, what evidence it is based upon or how it relates to 
the aims of the Licensing Act.  

57. The Department of Health’s research commissioned from Sheffield University confirms that 
only a tiny proportion of product is sold below Duty + VAT  and this view has been reinforced 
by statements made by Government officials during stakeholder consultation meetings. 
Restricting sales of product below this level would have no material impact on alcohol misuse 
in the UK. We would welcome a better understanding of the Government’s aims.  

58. We certainly do not accept that there is a direct link between levels of taxation and alcohol 
misuse and therefore believe that such a measure would have limited effect.  It should be 
noted that while duty on a bottle of wine in England is £1.57, in France it is £0.02 and alcohol is 
considerably cheaper yet alcohol misuse in France is considerably lower than the UK.   
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DISCRETIONARY CONDITIONS 

Danger that responsible premises will be penalised 

59. It is apparent that the discretionary conditions will mean conditions being applied to a larger 
number of premises with a lower evidence base required.  If premises are contributing to 
disorder but have not already had conditions imposed on them in a licence review, it suggests 
there is no evidential link between the premise and disorder, yet the Home Office has 
estimated in the Regulatory Impact Assessment that 1% of all licensed premises in the UK will 
be affected by these conditions that would otherwise not have had enforcement action take 
against them.  This figure is likely to be far higher. 

Operating a national business 

60. For any business that has a national footprint, it is important for operating conditions to be 
consistent across the country.  This enables them to manage operations centrally to ensure 
compliance with legislation, but also to ensure they have national practices in place to support 
various initiatives.  

61. Sir Philip Hampton’s 2005 review, ‘Reducing administrative burdens: effective inspection and 
enforcement’, sets out key principles that should be consistently applied throughout the 
regulatory system.  These included that no inspection should take place without reason and 
that businesses should not have to give unnecessary information, nor give the same piece of 
information twice. The discretionary section of the Code, both in terms of the content of some 
of the conditions and how they will be enforced, seems to contradict the Hampton principles. 

62. We are concerned that these discretionary conditions will trigger varying responses and 
interpretations from the responsible authorities, which will be very difficult for national 
businesses to manage.  

Costs to business 

63. As stated above, the current economic climate is particularly difficult and additional costs at this 
time would present a great burden to businesses.  For the 1% (initial Government estimate) of 
businesses that could have discretionary conditions imposed who would not otherwise have 
been enforced against, the costs will be very serious.  According to the Regulatory Impact 
Assessment for the consultation, the annual cost of having the Challenge 21 condition imposed 
would be £1,338 a year, with maintaining an incident record costing £781 a year and a live 
radio link with police £390 a year. It should be noted that many retailers undertake a number of 
these practices already, but that by making them legally enforceable and legislating the way in 
which businesses will have to prove that they are complying with these conditions, a great deal 
of extra cost is added.  According to Government estimates, the cost of discretionary conditions 
could be up to £6,182 per year for a licensed off-trade premise. 

64. It is important to note that imposing a discretionary condition on a premise will still have a cost 
burden even if it legislates for a piece of good practice the business already undertakes.  The 
drafting of the conditions in the consultation will entail rigid and very specific ways of 
implementing the measures and specifies a number of records retailers will have to produce to 
prove that they are undertaking them.  Such inflexibility will turn a useful and effective best 
practice strategy for complying with the law into a bureaucratic burden requiring specific record 
keeping and administration.  This is likely to significantly detract from the original point of the 
practice.  We would urge that: 

- Statutory guidance make clear that discretionary conditions should not be imposed for best 
practice that businesses already operate. 

- That reasonable levels of flexibility be maintained for compliance; minimising the burden by 
mandating that a specific system must be in place and that the premise will need to 
demonstrate that the system is in place, rather than demanding specific ways of recording 
compliance.  For example, while refusals logs are used by a number of businesses, the 
forms these can take can range from electronic systems within EPOS to a paper notebook.  
Applying a condition which would mean that a company was breaching its licence by not 
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recording the same activity in a particular way, different from the one currently used, would 
impose an unnecessary cost and administrative  burden with little outcome. 

Effect on retail competition 

65. Should discretionary powers be imposed on a number of premises within a local area, this 
could have an impact on the way in which consumers shop and use their local community and 
could also prevent retailers from competing fairly.  Alcohol is just one product on sale in a 
grocery retailer, large or small and any intervention that influences competition in alcohol sales 
will no doubt influence local competition between stores.  If, for example, a premise has a 
condition imposed which restricts particular promotions during a specific time frame, not only 
does that pose operational difficulties, it also means responsible consumers may decide not to 
shop there as they may feel they are not being offered a competitive deal.  Bearing in mind the 
importance of footfall to all shops in a community, offering consumers an incentive to shop 
elsewhere could affect many retailers in that locality.   

PROPOSED CONDITIONS 

GENERAL CONCERNS 

Inappropriate conditions 

66. There are some discretionary conditions proposed for off-trade retailers which would be difficult 
for retailers to enforce and do not seem relevent to off sales.  It is not clear, for example why a 
dispersal policy is required for a supermarket or what it would do to promote the objectives of 
the Licensing Act. The conditions that we consider to be inappropriately designated as off-trade 
conditions are: 

- Condition 10. Ensure a dispersal policy is agreed with police and licensing authorities and 
put in place.  This would include a ‘wind down plan’, ensuring customers do not leave the 
premises with unsealed glass drinks containers at specified times, ensuring CCTV is in 
operations at specified times in positions agreed by the police, ensuring that information on 
public transport is available as is a direct phone line to a local taxi company and ensuring 
senior staff and door supervisors maintain a radio link with police at set times. 

- Condition 13. Ensure the provision of direct taxi lines to local cab companies. 

- Condition 14. Ensure that a senior member of staff along with any door staff maintain a live 
text or radio link with local police. 

67. We believe that these conditions would not have any effect on the objectives of the Licensing 
Act, but would merely require additional resources and store staff to engage in work for which 
they are not trained. 

68. There are also licensed premises, particularly warehouses and depots used by the on-line and 
distance selling market, which are not open to consumers and therefore applying conditions to 
these types of business would be entirely inappropriate. They should be excluded.  
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SPECIFIC CONDITIONS 

Condition 3: Ensures that a risk review of the premises is carried out by the licence holder, and a 
management plan is put in place which must be agreed with the licensing authority and then 
regularly reviewed to help to prevent crime and disorder, keep the public safe and prevent public 
nuisance. 

This would record: 

(a) 

1. the number of incidents of violence, alcohol related disorder or criminal activity for 
the previous six months; 

2. the number of times the police and ambulance services were called to respond to 
incidents within the previous six months 

3. any measures in place to mitigate the likelihood of breaching the four licensing 
objectives. 

(b) A copy of the risk review must be provided on request to an authorised   person (as 
defined in LA 2003) or constable. 

(c)The premises must put in place a management plan, agreed with the licensing 
authority, to address the problems highlighted by the risk review. 

(d) The risk review and management plan must be reviewed every (apply one of the 
following): 

(i) 3 months; 

(ii) 6 months; and 

(iii) 12 months. 

69. This condition conflicts with test 3 of the ‘Test for drawing up mandatory conditions’ (annex 1) 
and Section 10 of the Section 182 Guidance for the Licensing Act entitled: 'Duplication with 
other Statutory Provisions'.  Paragraph 10.15 states that 'employers and the self-employed are 
required by the Management of Health & Safety at Work Regulations 1999 (SI 1999/3242) to 
asses the risks to their workers and any others - including members of the pubic visiting the 
premises - who may be affected by their business and identify measures needed to avoid or 
control risks. Conditions enforcing these requirements are therefore unnecessary.'   

70. In reference to Clause A, it is not appropriate or relevant to compel retailers to record incidents 
of criminal activity and police and ambulance service call outs if they are not related to alcohol 
or any licensable activity.  Retailers can already face action to restrict or remove alcohol 
licences as a result of police call out records for crimes that are wholly unrelated to alcohol or 
the management of the premises.  That these abuses occur is a severe concern that can 
already lead to under reporting of crime.  This condition could have the effect of exacerbating 
the problem. 

71. This condition could also present a significant burden to businesses where there is not the 
required expertise at individual store level to conduct such a review and compose a 
management plan.  The review of this at a range of regular intervals will further add to this. 

72. It is not clear what the consequences would be if the licensing authority did not agree to the 
drafted management plan or what the process for reconciling such disagreements would be. 

 

Condition 5: The responsible person(s) shall ensure that alcohol is not served in glass 
containers during one of the following periods: 

(i) Weekend evenings 

(ii) Evenings 
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(iii) Weekends 

(iv) Evenings and weekends 

73. The provision of non-glass containers should be as a result of an occasion based policy, not as 
a result of perceived alcohol misuse. It is unreasonable to penalise all consumers unless there 
is a particular reason for a logical introduction of this policy, for example, sporting events, which 
would aid the operation of the facility.  

Condition 9: Ensure that an incident record is maintained to keep police and licensing 
authorities informed and to help to prevent future nuisance or disorder. 

Ensure that an up-to-date incident record is maintained, and that it is used to record details of 
all incidents of violence, alcohol-related disorder or criminal activity on the premises or in those 
areas that are under the premises’ control.  

The incident record must be provided on request to an authorised person  

74. This condition raises many of the same concerns as Condition 3 - particularly the cost to 
businesses. The RIA demonstrates that this condition will have severe on-going cost 
implications for businesses (£806 the first year this condition is in place and £781 for 
subsequent years). 

75. We also feel Condition 9 needs to be clarified to ensure that it is related to licensable activities. 
As it currently reads, it covers all criminal activity on the premises, which would include all 
shoplifting of non-alcoholic products which have no bearing on the performance of that store to 
sell alcohol responsibly. 

Condition 10: Ensures the preparation and implementation of a dispersal policy or a licensed 
premises in consultation with police and licensing authorities to help to prevent nuisance or disorder 
and help people to get home safely. 

Ensure the preparation and implementation of a dispersal policy in consultation with the police and 
licensing authorities. This can include measures in one or more of the following areas: 

(iv) the inclusion of a specified ‘wind down’ plan with a specified period at specified times; 

(v) ensuring that customers are not allowed to leave the premises with unsealed glass drinks 
containers at specified times; 

(iii) ensuring the operation of CCTV at specified times in positions agreed with the police, with all 
CCTV footage being kept for 28 days and made available on request to an authorised person ; 

(iv) ensuring that information is displayed for customers on the location of local public transport 
links and telephone numbers for local licensed taxi companies  and ensuring the provision of a 
direct telephone line to local licensed taxi companies; and/or 

(v) ensuring that a senior member of staff, together with any door supervisors, must maintain a 
live text or radio pager link at specified times for instant communication with local police to 
facilitate a rapid response to any disorder. 

 

76. It does not seem necessary or proportionate that an off-trade retailer should be forced to have 
a dispersal policy.  It is not part of a shop worker’s role to manage crowds or place themselves 
in confrontational situations and we do not believe that most retailers would have any need for 
a wind down plan at closing time.  It is very difficult to see how this would promote the licensing 
objectives. Considering that the estimated cost of the condition is £2,856 p.a. we would argue 
that the original checklist for conditions and the Better Regulation Principles be taken into 
account before applying such a costly measure to the off-trade sector where it is not 
appropriate. 
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77. This condition contains five sub clause conditions.  A number of them are included individually 
elsewhere in the Code.  Using one condition as a short cut to achieving a large number of 
conditions in one fell swoop does not seem logical, especially considering the fact that a 
Licensing Authority would not be limited in the number of discretionary conditions they add to 
the licenses of a group of premises. 

78. The WSTA views on sections iii, iv, v are dealt with in the responses to the individual conditions 
which suggest the same measures (the first part of condition iv is included individually 
elsewhere as a purely on-trade condition, making it even more unclear as to why this should be 
included for the off-trade here).  The only two components of this condition that are not 
available to Licensing Authorities as individual conditions (i and ii) are also only applicable to 
the on trade.  For example, condition ii - ensuring that customers are not allowed to leave the 
premises with unsealed glass drinks containers at specified times -could cause a great deal of 
unintended disruption in an off-trade retailers as it would mean children who had opened (non-
alcoholic) drinks while in store with their parents would be prevented from leaving at certain 
times. 

79. We are concerned that the wording of this condition could mean that premises that already 
have CCTV will need to change their coverage unnecessarily.  There is also concern that these 
requirements could change as licensing officers require different equipment or positioning. As 
CCTV cameras are already in place for ‘at risk’ areas in stores, we do not believe that police 
should be able to dictate new locations for CCTV cameras, as it is a duplication of existing 
practices and would lead businesses to incur significant costs if the CCTV system of a given 
store is amended in any way.  In addition, many retailers already work with local police to 
ensure that CCTV cameras are positioned to fit local requirements.  This is particularly 
concerning when the RIA states an initial cost of £2682 and over £600 of ongoing costs to 
comply with this clause.   

80. Clause (iv) would also be a particular problem if imposed on a retailer that is not open for 24 
hours during the weekend, as in order to meet the condition the retailer might have to have 
CCTV operational when the store is closed and to store footage of an empty shop.   

81. The requirement to keep footage for 28 days could have unintended consequences for stores 
with digital systems. Typically, to produce images of quality, these will record for 14-17 days 
before being over-ridden.  This is often sufficient for off-trade retailers, where incidents are 
known about immediately and can be downloaded onto disc for onward transmission to the 
police. A requirement for 28 days digital footage will mean a costly upgrade of recording 
equipment or recordings being taken at a lower quality level. 

Condition 13: Ensures the provision of a direct telephone line to local licensed taxi companies to 
get people home safely and prevent potential nuisance or disorder 

Condition 11: Ensures that CCTV is in operation during periods of time most associated with 
alcohol-related nuisance or disorder (i.e. evenings and weekends) to help to prevent nuisance or 
disorder. 

Ensure that CCTV is in operation in the licensed premises in positions dictated by the police, 
with all CCTV footage being kept for 28 days and made available on request to an 
authorised person or a constable, and that it operates at one of the following times: 

(i) weekend evenings – from 5pm to closing time on Friday, Saturday and Sunday; 

(ii) evenings – from 5pm to closing time every day; 

(iii) weekends – from 5pm on Friday to 6am on the following Monday; or 

(iv) evenings – from 5pm to closing time – and weekends from 5pm on Friday to 6am on the 
following Monday. 

Appropriate signage regarding the operation of CCTV must be displayed for customers. 
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82. This condition does not seem appropriate for the off-trade.  While some retailers offer their 
customers help or information with public transport and taxis, this is done for the convenience 
of customers with heavy groceries to carry - these measures would not have any impact on 
crime and disorder.  We would argue strongly that this condition should not apply to the off-
trade. 

83. The impact assessment assumes a direct phone line would be installed and suggests that this 
could be sponsored by local cab companies.  We would question the implications of this and, 
were this condition to be introduced, would ask that for smaller retailers, the assurance that 
member of staff will use a store phone to call a cab will be considered adequate, to avoid the 
necessity for an extra phone line being installed needlessly. 

84. We would also urge that if implemented, the condition be made more specific; i.e. that the 
provision is for paying customers. The condition as it stands could present a security risk to 
staff, especially in a one worker operating model, where a lone staff member would be 
expected to offer the use of a telephone line inside the premises to individuals who are not 
seeking to purchase from them, but who may already be inebriated.   

Condition 14: Ensures that a senior member of staff, together with any door supervisors, 
maintains a live text or radio pager link for instant communication with local police to facilitate a 
rapid response to any nuisance or disorder 

85. We would suggest that this condition would not be effective as a licensing condition in the off-
trade where there are unlikely to be door supervisors and disorderly behaviour and violence is 
most often associated with challenges for ID and shoplifting.  We believe that harassment of 
staff and theft should be met with support from the police rather than licensing conditions.   

86. It is also worth noting that retailers report a great deal of difficulty in getting police help when 
they report such problems.  We would seek clarification that the police affected by the condition 
would have a corresponding obligation to monitor and respond to the communications. 

87.  Were it to be imposed on the off trade, we would assume this would be imposed on a number 
of premises to create an obligatory local 'shopwatch' scheme.  It should be noted that a similar 
effect is achieved by Community Alcohol Partnerships on a partnership basis.  The initial £505 
cost of this condition coupled with the ongoing costs £390 pounds is significant. 

Condition 15 - Ensures that a ‘Challenge 21’ scheme is in operation to reduce underage sales of 
alcohol and prevent potential nuisance or disorder. 

Ensure that staff do not sell or supply any alcoholic product to a person who could reasonably be 
suspected to be under the age of 21 unless proof of age has been provided, except where staff 
know that the person is aged 18 or over. 

a written notice must be displayed for customers clearly, visibly and legibly, stating: 

 It is illegal to sell alcohol to, or to buy alcohol for, those aged under 18 (other than in the 
context of the exemption in the 2003 Act relating to 16 and 17 year olds consuming beer, 
wine and cider in the company of adults during a table meal) 

 details of the potential penalties incurred 

 that a ‘Challenge 21’ Scheme is in operation. 

an up-to-date refusals record is kept, logging all incidents of attempted underage and proxy 
purchases of alcohol, and that this is provided on request to an authorised person (as defined 
part 3, section 13 of the Licensing Act 2003) or a constable. 

88. The Challenge 21 principle was established by retailers through the Retail of Alcohol Standards 
Group (RASG) on a voluntary basis to tackle under age sales and proved extremely effective in 
reducing problems.  Challenge 21 was credited with reducing test purchase failure rates (in a 
campaign targeted against problem premises) to below 15% in 2007 from 50% three years 
earlier. As such it is something that we are not only supportive of but very proud of. 
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89. Many retailers, building on its success, are now moving to Challenge 25 to reduce age 
recognition problems further. The success of this work through RASG has been achieved as a 
voluntary scheme bringing together all responsible retailers to share experience and promote 
best practice nationally. We believe imposing a Challenge 21 policy, which is actually lower 
than industry best practice, is unnecessary. This condition would be more appropriately 
included in the guidance that forms part of the Code 

90. Not-withstanding our support for Challenge 25, we feel that a condition to legislate that a store 
operates a Challenge 21 policy is both disproportionate and contradicts the effective work that 
is already under way in the retail sector. It also sends out an ambiguous message that the 
penalty for failing to comply with a challenge 21 licensing condition, for example not checking 
ID for a 20 year old is much more draconian than the illegal sale of alcohol to an underage 
person.  This condition could lead to a situation where premises are test purchased on their 
due diligence strategy rather than on the offence of selling alcohol to under 18s.   

91. This condition also presents a logistical problem in that it legislates for a highly subjective 
judgement of a customer’s appearance.  By creating a condition with the wording that specifies 
that staff will not sell to anyone ‘who could reasonably be suspected’ of being under 21, the 
licence holder is made liable for the judgement of their staff.  An offence under a condition 
worded in this way would be very difficult to enforce.  A more workable alternative would be a 
condition requiring a Challenge 21 policy to be in place. 

Condition 16: Ensures that bulk discounts cannot be offered during stipulated times  

Ensure that alcohol must not be sold on the basis of any volume-based promotions which 
require the purchase of more than a specified volume of alcohol in order to take advantage of a 
reduced price. This would prohibit discounts on volumes greater than: 

12 litres of beer, lager and cider (equivalent to 27 x 440ml cans, 24 x 500ml cans, or 4 x 3 litre 
bottles);  

9 litres of wine (equivalent to a case of 12 x 750ml bottles 

2 litres of spirits  

This applies during one of the following periods: 

(vi) Weekend evenings – from 5pm to closing time on Friday, Saturday and 
Sunday; 

(vii) Evenings – from 5pm to closing time every day; 

(viii) Weekends – from 5pm on Friday to 6am on the following Monday; 
Evenings – from 5pm to closing time – and weekends from 5pm on 
Friday to 6am on the following Monday; or 

(iv)       At any time. 

No link between promotions and the objectives of the Licensing Act 

92. We do not accept that there is a link between price, promotions and harm and in particular do 
not believe that restrictions on price promotions on large amounts of alcohol under the 
Licensing Act are justified, as the Government has presented no evidence that they adversely 
affecting one of the four Licensing objectives. It is illogical to suggest (as it has been) that 
restricting promotions on multiple cases of wine or volumes of spirits has a link to “pre-loading” 
before people go out. Data from Nielsen shows that the majority of people don’t drink before 
they go out and that the majority of those who do, don’t have any more than 1 -2 drinks.  
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Only a small proportion of people drink at home before 
heading out for the evening, and have just one or two 

drinks.
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 1-2  3-4 5+

“How many drinks do you usually 
consume before going on a night 

out?”

“Do you drink at home before going 
on a night out?”

Source: Nielsen Homescan Survey
October 2007

 

93. There seems to be a misunderstanding about who actually purchases bulk promotions of beer, 
wines and spirits. Retail evidence suggests that the consumer groups most likely to purchase 
these promotions are ABC1 Consumers over 45 years old as part of their weekly shop and 
those least likely to purchase are C2DE Consumers under 28 years of age. We do not believe 
that these consumers are likely to be the consumers that this Code is supposed to be tackling. 

94. Government officials have suggested during stakeholder consultation meetings that measures 
on restricting volume promotions have not been taken nationally through the Licensing Act 
because of this direct lack of evidence of a link between volume promotions and the objectives 
of the Licensing Act. It therefore seems illogical that the work of building up evidence of a link 
between off sales drinks promotions and disorder should be delegated to local authorities, who 
do not have anything near the resources of central Government to investigate this. 

95. We consider that this condition runs counter to test 5 in the ‘Test for drawing up mandatory 
conditions’ (annex 1), this condition will not address the objectives of the Licensing Act and if 
the objective of introducing it is one of health, that is a debate that is separate from the 
Licensing Act and the Code.  This legislation is being brought in under a Bill entitled ‘Policing 
and Crime’ and under an Act whose objectives do not include health concerns.  This is not the 
right vehicle for measures which go beyond its stated intention of preventing alcohol-related 
crime, disorder and nuisance. 

96. In considering these issues there needs to be much greater thought given to why people drink 
to excess and misuse alcohol and much more emphasis on policies that encourage and 
facilitate change on the cultural demand-side, rather than the Government’s current over-
emphasis on the supply-side, which limiting promotions reinforces. Limiting promotions makes 
assumptions about how and why customers buy alcohol on promotion. We do not believe this 
will result in sustainable long-term changes in the way people consume alcohol.   

Anomalies 

97. We understand that this condition will not affect companies who service only other businesses 
as they do not require a licence. However there are companies who cater both to the trade and 
to certain consumers, from the same premises and at the same prices.  Imposing this condition 
on such businesses would have serious repercussions for their business model and severely 
affect their ability to trade.  We would ask for clarification about how this type of company will 
be affected and believe that due to the nature of their businesses and the fact that a very 
limited pool of consumers can purchase products from them, that these businesses should be 
exempted from the condition. 

98. There is no clarity about how this condition would affect the promotion of mixed cases of wine.  
These present a significant share of sales from wine clubs and wine merchants and if the 
condition is interpreted in a way that removes their attractiveness to the consumer, these 
businesses would be severely disadvantaged. Government officials have not been able to 
provide clarity to us on this issue during stakeholder meetings.  
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99. There are many ways that businesses offer discounts to customers and staff that could all be 
inadvertently affected by this condition.  We would seek clarity about how these discounts 
would be affected: 

 discretionary discounts (i.e. for customers buying in for a wedding, christening etc) 
 delivery discounts 
 staff discounts 
 loyalty card points systems 
 
We believe that using the licensing act to regulate informal discounts and staff rewards would 
not be appropriate and would urge that these practices be exempted. 

Threshold volumes 

100. From lengthy conversations with Government officials it is clear that there is still 
considerable work to be done on understanding the impact of these proposals and of the 
volume thresholds and we are wary of responding on the detail until we are clear we 
understand all of the ramifications. 

101. It is worth highlighting that clarity needs to be given as to how this condition will be applied 
to products; will it apply across drinks categories/brands/SKUs? Discussions with officials have 
suggested that current thinking would apply it across brands but would not take different forms 
of packaging into account.  This could cause difficulties as there is a genuine difference in unit 
cost between products packaged in, for example, cans and bottles.  Not taking this into account 
could create a situation where a promotion on cans of a branded beer x in pack volumes above 
the threshold could be restricted to prices above a level set artificially high because the pack 
size immediately below the threshold level was branded beer x sold in bottles. 

102. We do not accept that offering promotion at any volume is linked to misuse.  If the 
Government is to proceed with this particular proposal we would emphasise that it is vitally 
important that, as the Government has said, the restrictions do not detrimentally effect the 
majority of moderate consumers or on the ability of responsible businesses to trade.  It is also 
important that the levels specified are such that they do not inadvertently outlaw or 
disadvantage certain business models such as companies who sell wine only in 12 bottle 
cases such as fine wine merchants and on-line suppliers.  We welcome the fact that the 
threshold amount as it stands would avoid this – any attempt to reduce this threshold after 
consultation or at a later date could have a devastating impact on those businesses. 

103. RTDs (ready to drink products) are omitted from this condition and although we have asked 
for clarification about how they would be treated, none has been forthcoming so far. We would 
suggest that the correct range for them to be placed in would be with beer and cider, which are 
the most comparable products. 

Practical difficulties of this as a local condition 

104. We are concerned that this condition is being considered for local areas and for certain 
periods of the day.  Varying promotions by area will be extremely difficult for national 
companies who have national pricing strategies and EPOS and some of whom buy their stock 
on an international basis. This condition would make it impossible to trade, promote and 
advertise nationally and entail localisation of EPOS systems and advertising, in order to comply 
with the Trade Descriptions Act. The costs involved are likely to be immense. The possibility of 
having this condition applied in different ways to stores according to local authority area is 
practically logistically unworkable for a national retailer. 

105. This condition is complicated further by the fact that the times it applies can be varied (the 
times specified would be problematic for 24 hours stores as they work by closing time).  
Applying this across the off-trade premises in a town could have distorting effects on the local 
market. Moreover, the times proposed to tackle alcohol misuse areas – i.e. over the weekend – 
are also the time when most working families do their weekly shop and they would therefore be 
disadvantaged. 

Effect on local competition 
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106. Localised areas of restricted promotions would merely drive consumers to shop in the 
areas not affected by this local condition. As there is no sunset clause on discretionary 
conditions this would effectively drive the sale of alcohol from certain areas causing a great 
deal of distortion to the local business, night time economy and the jobs market. Internet 
retailers operating outside affected areas would also not be affected which would further skew 
the competitive market. 

Further assistance 

107. Of all the conditions proposed in this Code this clause potentially has the most serious 
ramifications, not least because there are still so many questions un-answered. We have 
worked with Government officials throughout the consultation to assist in their understanding of 
the implications and flaws in these proposals and we would suggest that if the Government is 
to take this proposal forward it requires far more consideration of all of the impacts on different 
parts of the market.  
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AREA FOR FURTHER ACTION: TRAINING 

108. As with the discretionary condition on Challenge 21 (C. 15) we believe that regulating 
training would be regulating best practice and methods for complying with the law.  We believe 
that this ‘mission creep’ is unhelpful and likely to have a detrimental effect on enforcement of 
the existing offences under the Licensing Act. 

109. WSTA retail members already have their own very high quality training procedures in place. 
They have stores situated in many different licensing authority areas and employees often 
move from premise to premise, and from one authority area to another.   

110. Alcohol and the Licensing Act is sometimes dealt with at the same time as other age 
restricted products. Some stores spend a great deal of money producing DVDs for staff while 
some prefer to have trainers visit and give training verbally.  The emphasis of the content can 
vary widely too.  Depending on the profile of staff, one business may feel the most impact is to 
be had by emphasising the penalties for the individual who sells alcohol to children, while 
another store may find it more effective to highlight the effects on the safety and health of 
young people who get hold of alcohol. 

111. Imposing a condition requiring standardised training across a group of premises in a 
particular area could result in a significant burden to businesses and could result in employees 
having to be retrained to an authority imposed standard, even though the existing 
company training may be equal to or even of a higher standard to that stipulated by the 
authority. 

112. The purpose of training is to ensure that staff are aware of their obligations both under 
legislation and the social responsibility associated with the sale of alcohol. If licence holders 
are failing to train their employees properly and offences are being committed, then the 
relevant licence should be the subject of review proceedings. If the licensing authority is not 
satisfied with the standard of training at those premises, then it would be appropriate to impose 
specific training conditions on those premises. 

113. The current system of licence holders managing their own training has already 
demonstrated that the training procedures are constantly evolving. Any attempt to standardise 
training could stifle innovation and be contrary to the promotion of the licensing objectives. It 
would be difficult for an authority to devise a training scheme that is adequate for all parts of 
the licensed trade. As licensing authorities are not necessarily skilled in training staff (particular 
in a way that suits retail), we are concerned about the possibility of local authorities having 
responsibility for dictating training processes for the off trade. 

114. It should also be noted as part of the Community Alcohol Partnership model, many retailers 
work in partnership with local authorities to share training with independent retailers or those 
without access to training packages.  This is highly effective and we believe that this sort of 
informal arrangement would be difficult to sustain if regulation were to be brought in on training. 

DOOR STAFF 

115. Having door staff on the premises at times associated with nuisance and disorder is a 
condition that one would naturally assume would only pertain the on-trade. However, given that 
other on-trade conditions are being proposed for off-trade retailers and that some Local 
Authorities already require shops to employ door supervisors at certain time, it is worth stating 
that this condition is only helpful in the off-trade during times of exceptionally increased footfall 
and risk of disorder (such as sport events or festivals).  Retailers are often able to work with 
local authorities to meet these requirements but a condition to have them in place over a 
sustained period would be unsustainably costly and unlikely to have an impact on crime and 
disorder.   
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DISCRETIONARY CONDITONS: PROCESS 

116. In the consultation it suggests that for a local authority to impose a local discretionary 
condition, they have to assess the need for action according to the four point test below to 
ensure any action is necessary and proportionate: 

 there has been nuisance to members of the public, or a section of the public, or disorder, 
on or near the premises 

 the nuisance or disorder is associated with the consumption of alcohol on the premises or 
supplied by the premises 

 there is likely to be a repetition of nuisance or disorder that is so associated 

 it is appropriate to impose the conditions for the purposes of mitigating or preventing the 
nuisance or disorder concerned 

117. These tests are ambiguous and there is little clarity about how general social problems can 
be directly associated with the management practices at an individual premise. There is also 
little explanation of how to test whether the condition considered will impact on the problem 
identified. 

118. It is also worth noting that when reviewing a licence, a Licensing Authority can modify 
licensing conditions permanently or for a temporary period of up to three months. Allowing the 
option for a temporary period of discretionary licensing condition could go someway to 
mitigating the risk of a permanent distortion in the local economy caused by a blanket set of 
conditions being imposed.  

119. It would also be useful if the accompanying statutory guidance gave advice against 
enforcing conditions in an unhelpful way (for example, using resources to test purchase 
challenge 21).  Safeguards are needed against inconsistency in implementation between 
different local authority areas. 

The evidence base for imposing discretionary conditions 

120. Clarification is needed on the body of evidence that would have to be gathered about each 
premise to impose discretionary conditions.  There is a risk that a combination of a low 
threshold of evidence and the ability to target a large number of premises at once will mean 
that businesses that are operating responsibly and within the law will be drawn in.  Rigorous 
standards of evidence are needed at every stage of the process. 

121. It is important to note that once discretionary conditions are imposed, breaching them will 
be a breach of licence; a criminal offence carrying significant penalties. We would strongly 
argue that the process of imposing conditions should reflect this by requiring a stronger burden 
of proof, even to the criminal standard, i.e. that it is beyond reasonable doubt that alcohol 
supplied by the premises is associated with disorder etc.  An approach that requires proof on 
the balance of probabilities does not take into account the heavy penalties and the fact that 
conditions which are being imposed for wrongdoing are being applied by association rather 
than by a direct link between premise and outcome. 

122. Most of the discretionary conditions included in the consultations are clearly meant as 
solutions to specific problems.  We would argue that an evidence base of a specific problem 
should therefore be necessary to impose them. Fairness also demands that this evidence be 
gathered for each specific premise rather than generally for the area and premises as a group. 

The ‘consultation’ period 

123. We welcome the fact that there is a voluntary stage of the process before conditions are 
imposed.  However, comments by officials during the consultation have suggested that retailers 
would need to ‘prove their innocence’ to be removed from the process at this stage.  A basic 
principle of Section 182 guidance is that conditions must be within the capability of a premise 
and not aspirational.  A premise could take a significant amount of voluntary measures without 
it having any impact on local crime statistics.   
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124. Furthermore, if a local authority will not be required to prove a direct link between disorder 
and premises to impose discretionary conditions upon them, it would be unfair to require 
premises to assemble a high level of evidence on the effect their voluntary action was having 
on the levels of local disorder in order to be released form the process. 

The altered role of the local authority and its implications 

125. These changes will mean that a local authority will have the power to initiate discretionary 
conditions on group of premises, a role very different from the one they were given under the 
Licensing Act, to act as a neutral arbiter. The ability to initiate what is effectively a review of a 
licence is a significant change to the existing status of the Licensing Authority. This new 
legislation would change the nature and role of the licensing authority and specifically licensing 
officers. Rather than being neutral administrators of the process, officers would be required 
under these powers to seek out problems, build a case and impose policies on premises under 
their licence.  There are concerns that licensing officers do not at present have the necessary 
training for such a role. This process would add significant new burdens on officers and 
undermine the rights of the licensees who no longer have recourse to a neutral arbiter in 
deciding licence offences. 

126. Under the proposed process for discretionary conditions, premises that have been targeted 
by a licensing sub committee will have their case judged by another sub committee which could 
have 1/3 of the same members, i.e. one of three.  We would question the fairness of this and 
would hope for further safeguards. We do not believe it is fair that sub committees of the same 
body should both make an accusation and judge it. 

127. No extra funding will be made available to the Local Authority for extra enforcement, 
communication with businesses about the change of law or retraining licensing staff for their 
new investigatory role.  Many of the conditions proposed in the consultation would bring 
licensing officers into new areas of business, such as price promotions and age verification 
policies, which they would not have had to enforce before. 

How will the group nature of the Code work? 

128. It is unclear what the relationship will be amongst businesses who are targeted together for 
local discretionary conditions, for example: 

- It is unclear whether the same discretionary conditions would be applied to all the premises 
in each 'batch'. Some conditions (such as number 10) seem to indicate that options within 
them can be used to tailor them to the premise’s situation- this seems to be at odds with a 
uniform approach. However, individualising the conditions would mean assessing each 
premise on an individual basis, a process much closer to the existing license review. 

- We would also like clarity on what would happen if one licensee were to make 
improvements during the initial 'voluntary action' phase and others were not.  There is also 
a question mark as to what would happen if just one premise were left as part of the 
process; a situation where discretionary conditions could not be imposed. 

- It is also unclear whether the 'trial' between the accusing licensing sub-committee and the 
licensees would be as a group or individually.  If so, will provision be made for group 
defence and appeal? It should be noted that the RIA estimates that the cost to a business 
of preparing for and attending a licensing hearing is £1,339, and the RIA assumes a similar 
cost will be incurred for businesses preparing for both the first and second subcommittee 
hearings. 

Existing powers 

129. It is worth noting that a Local Authority would already be able to impose any of the 
suggested conditions on an individual premise after going through a Licensing Review process.  
Attendees from local authorities at consultation events have made this point forcefully. 

130. With partnership working between enforcement agencies and proper evidence gathering, 
the measures contained in this Code are within the scope of Licensing Authorities already.  We 
do not consider that providing a ‘short cut’ is an effective way to tackle problems of alcohol 
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related crime and disorder or that doing so will help those local authorities who are not 
confident enough in their use of the Licensing Act to take the action already available to resolve 
problems.   

APPEALS 

Appeals 

131. The current proposal allows a licensee to appeal to a Magistrates court against imposed 
conditions. At present, licensees must pay a fee of £475 to the courts to cover costs and the 
RIA estimates that a similar fee would be charged to appeal against these conditions.  

132. However, there are significant further costs to consider, such as legal fees and time, in 
addition to just this one payment. The RIA for the Licensing Act suggested that total legal fees 
for an appeal could be up to £5,000, and the RIA which accompanied this consultation again 
estimated that similar costs should be expected when appealing these new local discretionary 
conditions. 

133. It is clear this is a large cost, one which smaller businesses particularly would find 
extremely difficult to bear. This is why it is crucial that the evidence base is strong enough to 
ensure that only proportionate and necessary conditions are allowed to progress through the 
system to avoid a situation where a premise is caught up in group conditions because of a 
general problem and is not able to extricate itself without going to appeal. 

134. Although it was not included in the consultation document, the following information was 
distributed about appeals at stakeholder events accompanying the consultation: 

Magistrates would consider:  
“Is it reasonable that, on the balance of probabilities, that the premises appealing were 
contributing to the alcohol related nuisance and disorder in the area? If so then were the 
conditions imposed reasonable, again on the balance of probabilities for mitigating or 
preventing the alcohol related nuisance or disorder?”  
  
If the answer to both questions is yes then an appeal by a licensed premise (individually or en 
bloc) should fail. 

135. We would argue that this gives unfairly limited grounds for appeal.  Premises ought to be 
able to appeal on evidence and process.  

136. It is also unclear how appeals will work on a group level. If one business successfully 
challenges the condition, do the other businesses still have to comply?  We would also seek 
clarification on whether appeals could be made on evidence, process or both. 
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STATUTORY GUIDANCE & CALL FOR EVIDENCE 

137. We understand that Section 182 guidance will be updated to guide Licensing Authorities 
through the process, but that there will also be a volume of best practice that Local Authorities 
would be advised to consider when imposing conditions.  Information from consultation events 
also states that: 

…enforcement authorities will be able to keep the good practice in mind when inspecting 
premises and will be able to use adherence to those principles as one element of assessing 
which premises are likely to pose the greatest risk to the licensing objectives.  

138. It is concerning that the best practice could become a de facto layer of the mandatory code 
if the initiatives in it are demanded under threat of discretionary conditions.  The same 
materials state that the extent to which premises ‘are able to demonstrate compliance’ will be 
the basis on which decisions are made.  We would warn that this could lead to a box ticking 
exercise which has little to do with promoting the licensing objectives.  Many businesses 
undertake best practice without having an administrative structure in place to keep records of it 
and this does not mean they are a risk to the licensing objectives. 

139. Equally, the point of best practice is that it is flexible and applied where appropriate.  
Businesses that are fulfilling their legal obligations should not be pressured into adopting 
initiatives that won’t be effective in their circumstances because they are included in a list of 
collected best practice.   

140. We have offered our assistance to Government in the development of this Guidance. 

Responses to the call for evidence on best practice 

141. We can highlight a number of examples of good practice, all of which we have shared with 
Government in the past.  Details of these are included in the annexes as below, however we 
would reiterate the importance of getting genuine buy-in from all partners in order to make 
voluntary schemes work effectively.  We believe that the Code is unlikely to foster this attitude. 

Annex 2 – Community Alcohol Partnership Project 

Annex 3 – Challenge 25 

Annex 4 – Drinkaware Point of Sale materials 

Annex 5- Campaign for Smarter Drinking 

 

FURTHER QUESTIONS 

We would seek clarification of how Alcohol Disorder Zones legislation would fit in with discretionary 
conditions and whether both could or should operate together. 
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Summary

People in Britain are forced to live with the effects of alcohol misuse on
a daily basis. The actions of a minority affect the lives of ordinary people
in towns and cities across the United Kingdom. Public opinion research
has shown that people across the country – the people who have to live
with the effects of alcohol misuse – want targeted action rather than
broad brush measures that penalise the responsible majority.

The Retail of Alcohol Standards Group (RASG) and Cambridgeshire
Trading Standards recently conducted a successful pilot project in the
market town of St Neots, Cambridgeshire. The project combined
enforcement, education and community involvement to tackle under-age
drinking in a holistic way.

The benefits of the scheme are still being seen. Since its inception the
scheme has delivered the following:

• 42 per cent decrease in anti-social behaviour incidents in the St Neots
area from August 2007 (pre-project) to February 2008 (post-project)

• 94 per cent decrease in under-age people found in possession of
alcohol

• 92 per cent decrease in alcohol-related litter at key hot spot area

• Amount of alcohol found on young people in St Neots was
significantly lower than expected or in comparison with similar
locations, such as Huntingdon

• No new hot spot problem areas created (i.e. no ‘balloon’ effect)

• Changed enforcement activity was cost-neutral

• Better relationship between retailers and enforcers

• Public perception that public spaces were more pleasant than
previously – cleaner and fewer incidents of group drinking
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A BETTER WAY: THE ST NEOTS PROJECT

In September 2007, RASG and Cambridgeshire Trading Standards began
a new initiative – a Community Alcohol Partnership (CAP) – to reduce
alcohol-related disorder. They aimed to bring about a cultural change by
improving information-sharing between off-trade retailers, the local
police and Trading Standards officers. St Neots, a small market town in
central Cambridgeshire with a history of anti-social behaviour and youth-
related disorder, was selected for the project.

St Neots has a population of 30,585 (10.4 per cent of which are aged
between 10 and 17), with two secondary schools, a bowling centre,
skateboard park, youth club and leisure centre. There are 20 off-licence
premises in the town, ranging from small independents to large national
retailers.

One of CAP’s main purposes was to break down the barriers between
shopkeepers and police which have, until now, made it more difficult to
find solutions to under-age drinking. It aimed to improve recognition
amongst enforcement authorities and the wider community that retailers
are in fact often the victims of attempted under-age purchasing and
should be seen as the front line of enforcement rather than the cause of
the problem.

‘This has been the first time in the country that such a joint
approach has been piloted and our initial results show it has been
positive. The main thing to take from this is that each individual
element is not innovative, but the way we have all taken
responsibility and brought a holistic approach to the problem has
had the greatest effect.’

- Charlotte Wilson,
Cambridgeshire County Council Trading Standards
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Structure

Duration

September 2007 to January 2008

Objectives

• Reduce harm to society and victims through better enforcement of
the existing legislative toolkit

• Deliver cultural change within Cambridgeshire through better
education

• Challenge and change public perceptions

Delivery partners

RASG, Cambridgeshire County Council Trading Standards, off-licence
retailers, the police, local authorities, local secondary schools, youth clubs,
local charity Drinksense, the local press and the local community itself.

‘This is the new way of doing business, it’s the way forward and it’s
not going to change. This is about the long term health of our
children.’

- Mark Hopkins,
Assistant Chief Constable, Cambridgeshire Constabulary

‘It is simply a new way of working, firstly in joint patrols and
activities with Trading Standards, secondly bringing retailers on
board rather than making them the enemy. It is about intelligence
gathering as much as enforcement, and is revenue neutral. It does
not cost any extra money; it is just a smarter way of working,
rather than increased work… We will continue to run patrols as
it’s what the community has asked for.’

- Mark Woolner,
St Neots and District Police Inspector 
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Actions and Results

Actions

Trading Standards
worked with store
managers (visiting them
during the day) and
positioned themselves
in retail outlets to
advise any alleged
offenders (young
people or proxy
purchasers) of the
reason their purchase
was refused. 129 young
people were stopped
and searched by the
police

Police, Trading
Standards and retailers

First nine joint
enforcement
operations: 32 young
people found to be in
possession of alcohol.

Tenth enforcement
operation: 1 person in
possession. 

Eleventh enforcement
operation: 2 in
possession

Overall decrease of 94%

Stakeholders Outcomes

Actions

Publicity

The local press provided
with regular news
stories on the project
(e.g. number of seizures
of alcohol)

Police, Trading
Standards and local
press

Public perception that
public spaces were
more pleasant than
previously – cleaner and
fewer incidents of
group drinking

Anecdotal evidence and
feedback of improved
community confidence

Local MP Jonathan
Djanogly commented in
St Neots Town Crier (1
May 2008) that he
currently receives fewer
letters of complaint
about ASB issues in one
of the key hot spot areas
than he did previously

Stakeholders Outcomes

Joint working between police, Trading Standards and retailers
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All of the above enforcement activity was cost-neutral and did not create
any new hot spot problem areas (i.e. no ‘balloon’ effect).

Actions

Regular police patrols of
hot spot areas,
confiscating alcohol
from under 18s

Retailers were provided
with telephone
numbers of Trading
Standards and police
staff at times of
enforcement operations
to immediately report
attempted under-age or
proxy purchasing

Trading Standards and
neighbourhood policing
teams visited schools to
talk to pupils about the
legal and criminal issues
relating to alcohol

Provision of education
to students at the local
colleges about the law
relating to young
people and alcohol and
the penalties for
committing crime

Drinksense facilitated
an alcohol awareness
workshop for parents

Letters and leaflets
distributed to explain
the law in this area and
the implications of
breaking it

Police, Trading
Standards, retailers,
Drinksense and schools

Number of anti-social
behaviour (ASB)
incidents across the
pilot area in Aug 2007
(pre-pilot): 335

Number of ASB
incidents across the
pilot area in Feb 2008
(post-pilot): 196

Overall decrease of ASB
incidents of 42%

Decrease in alcohol-
related litter at St Neots
skate park: 21 bottles
and 86 cans of
beer/cider/alcopops on
first weekend of
project, 1 bottle and 8
cans found on final
weekend. Overall
decrease of 92%

The number of youths
congregating in the
area reduced as a result
and crime in nearby
Buckden has more than
halved in the three
months following the
rollout of the project. In
particular, a series of
incidents of criminal
damage and vehicle
crime has ceased

Stakeholders Outcomes

Enforcement and Education
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Learning the lessons from St Neots

The St Neots CAP showed what can be done with the existing tools for
enforcement. It engineered cultural change so that all partners focused
their activity on tackling the wider problems of under-age drinking. It
demonstrates the success of a collaborative process in tackling alcohol-
related crime and misuse.

But it is only a starting point. If CAP shows anything, it is that collaborative
working allows a community to take control of its destiny and solve
problems of public under-age drinking at a local level. It recognises that
towns and cities throughout the UK will each have different demographic
and social problems. This model therefore deliberately stays clear of
offering prescriptive solutions. Instead, the CAP partners have identified
some key principles and potential barriers and how to overcome them,
whilst maximising the drivers for success.

The Government should heed the wide-ranging endorsements of those
who have seen the benefits of the St Neots project at first hand by
adapting and replicating this model across the country. Through targeted
enforcement and focused education – all of which is cost-neutral and
simply re-allocating existing resources – it is possible to effect lasting
cultural change and bolster the self confidence of local communities.

RASG and Cambridgeshire Trading Standards have prepared a toolkit of
the model and would be happy to speak to any organisation in any part
of the UK (and regardless of whether based in the public, private or not-
for-profit sector) to pass on lessons learned, share knowledge and advise
on best practice for tackling alcohol misuse and under-age drinking,
based on the CAP experience.

‘Shop staff have acted as our colleagues on the frontline and
helped us to really bring home the impact of under-age drinking to
the youngsters. We are never going to be able to cure under-age
drinking completely but we believe with this scheme we can make
a real difference. We hope that our work in St Neots will act as a
blueprint for launching CAPs across Cambridgeshire and beyond.’

- Leon Livermore,
Head of Cambridgeshire Trading Standards
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RETAIL OF ALCOHOL STANDARDS GROUP

The Retail of Alcohol Standards Group (RASG) was set up in 2005 to
seriously drive down under-age sales. For the first time competitors in
the high street agreed to work together, sharing best practice and
common signage to deliver robust policies designed to curb what had up
to then been unacceptably high levels of sales. The Government has
publicly welcomed the fall in illegal sales but RASG has not been
complacent. Indeed it is clear that more than ever, retailers need to be in
the forefront of a campaign to stop young people from drinking in public
and causing social nuisance. This is a continuing blight in so many of our
market towns and city centre spaces. 

The Wine and Spirit Trade Association (WSTA) provides the secretariat for
RASG. Members include WSTA, BRC and ACS affiliated companies.

The RASG secretariat at the WSTA can be contacted at:

stephen@wsta.co.uk or Stephen Hogg 020 7089 3877
sarah@wsta.co.uk or Sarah Davis 020 7089 3871
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a) City of Cambridge
Cambridge CAP was launched on 7th June 2008 and involves twenty four stores operating 
in three wards of the city, including the RASG members Sainsbury’s, Asda, Co-Op, One Stop, 
Thresher, and Spar. 

RASG companies have organised shared training sessions for the small independent retailers 
which have focussed on helping isolated shop workers to develop skills in how to refuse sales to 
those who can’t prove their age.

There have been joint enforcement operations between police and trading standards, 
including intelligence gathering visits to retailers.   One early success, owing to successful 
information sharing, was the identification of a proxy purchaser who was issued with a fixed 
penalty notice. 

The project team are currently working to agree a programme of information sessions with the 
local schools and are also seeking to include an exciting drama workshop into PHSE alcohol 
modules (the Solomon Theatre Co’s play ‘Last Orders’).  

Trading Standards now inform retailers in advance about enforcement operations and have 
provided telephone numbers to call if they have any underage people in their premises 
attempting to purchase alcohol or any adults who may be purchasing for under �8s.  Trading 
Standards staff have additionally offered to be located in their store to help identify possible 
offenders and advise or observe until police can arrive. 

The project will be measured by public perception surveys as well as police ASB data and the 
County Council’s research group is looking into providing data on A&E admissions related to 
underage drinking (subject to approval by the ethics committee). 

Community Alcohol Partnerships
Autumn 2008Progress Update

New CAPs Launched...

b) North Yorkshire
RASG has supported a CAP in Bedale which was launched on 2nd September (under the 
badge of ARC because of another local acronym in use for CAP). The main RASG stores 
involved are Co-op and Spar.  This is a pilot project for future roll out across North Yorkshire, 
beginning with Northallerton early next year (involving Morrisons, Sainsbury and Tesco).

On going activities include: 
Leaflets on proxy purchasing issued to customers, plus mail drop to residents. 
Briefing sessions in schools for students to raise issues surrounding alcohol. 

•
•
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 Briefing sessions for parents regarding issues including proxy sales – parents will also be 
contacted through PTA meetings/Parents evenings. 
 Monitoring of litter/rubbish to aid identification of products consumed and to measure 
any reduction in waste as trial continues. 
 Police & trading standards enforcement sessions on Friday and Saturday evenings- 
monitoring activity and responding to support staff in stores if refusal/ challenge 2� 
causes any friction in store. 
 Stores to report any alcohol issues to local contacts (for example, suspected proxy sales 
or repeated attempts to purchase alcohol by underage people). 
Providing training for staff. 
Regular local press updates. 
 A survey of local residents’ current impressions of alcohol related issues in Bedale will be 
taken and repeated to gauge any change/improvement in perception. Statistics on 
fixed penalty notices and crime reports will also be monitored to assess progress. 

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

The WSTA has worked closely with police and trading Standards officers from Reading and we 
expect to launch a pilot CAP in January in Tilehurst  with the expectation that it will in time be 
rolled out across the entire Reading borough.

RASG retailers in Tilehurst include Co-Op, Snax 24, Tesco, Waitrose, Asda, Threshers and Total.  
The steering group is also actively supporting the inclusion of the local pubwatch in the scheme.

One issue to emerge is the fact that two schools, whose students are often in Tilehurst are 
outside of the local authority area.  Nevertheless, steps have been taken to ensure that they 
become involve in the scheme.   

We welcome the fact that a senior Home Office official has attended  recent steering group 
meetings to gain an understanding of the issues facing local practitioners.  
 
The rest of Reading has been following a system of targeted test purchasing which has not 
proved effective in tackling wider problems of public underage drinking.  Reading licensing 
officials have therefore become interested in CAP as a way of thinking outside the box to 
address the issue that test purchasing does not.

b) Reading

Imminent Launches of New CAPs...
a) Kent

RASG have been in negotiation with Kent local authorities for CAP to form part of a new county 
wide alcohol strategy. The WSTA recently presented the CAP method to �20 trading standards 
officers from the county. 

Three defined pilot areas have been agreed and mapping work is currently underway with a 
view to a launch in January preceded by meetings for practitioners and residents.  The areas 
are Canterbury, Edenbridge and Thanet.  WSTA is providing expertise and advice to local 
practitioners at a series of meetings over the next few weeks and retailers will be invited to key 
meetings at the end of November. 
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WSTA and local retailers were present at a Bath Alcohol Summit on 24th September, convened 
by Bath and North East Somerset Council. The issues there seem to focus on city centre street 
drinking but officials have reacted warmly to  the suggestion of setting up a CAP in a discrete 
part of Bath.

Bath

RASG have been in conversation with Hertsmere police about a possible CAP in their area. 
Hertfordshire Police have visited the team in Cambridge and are keen to implement the model 
in the town of Royston. 

Hertfordshire

This CAP is moving much more slowly but as part of the Scottish Alcohol industry Partnership, 
a fact finding trip for Scottish officials is being planned with Cambridge Trading Standards for 
November 2008. 

Fife

Following talks with officials in the Mayor’s office, the idea of launching a CAP in one of the 
London boroughs is being considered and we are working to identify a suitable borough.

London

Phase Two Projects...

c) Isle of Wight

RASG has secured the agreement in principle for a CAP to be established in the Isle of Wight.  
Trading Standards Officers are currently mapping out a suitable discrete area and we are 
confident that a launch will take place early next year.

Issues...

CAP working is now continuing as a permanent fixture in St Neots and retailers there use their 
better developed relationships with police to report their concerns and this intelligence is 
being proactively used to focus operations into appropriate areas.

However, vital to the success of any CAP scheme is the support of the local police and 
Trading Standards and we have found, most notably in Nottingham, but also elsewhere, 
that the decision of police on the ground not to support CAPs, has presented us with 
insurmountable obstacles to success in these areas.   

To overcome this, we need the Government to incentivise police and local authorities to 
adopt CAPs and to be bolder about the holistic setting of targets rather than maintaining 
a focus around test purchasing alone.  Only with the full involvement of retailers and the 
understanding that we are all part of the solution, will positive change come through. 

Oxford
Following conversation with police licensing staff in Oxfordshire, RASG will be meeting with local 
authorities to discuss the principles of CAP and possible roll-out in 2009.
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CAP as best practice...

Recommended in Department for Children, Schools and Families’ Youth Alcohol Action Plan:
www.dcsf.gov.uk/publications/youthalcohol/pdfs/7658-DCSF-Youth%20Alcohol%20Action%20Plan.pdf

DCSF- Every Child Matters Emerging practise case study: 
http://www.everychildmatters.gov.uk/_files/5D2B8FC3E523543270CF2BB60C3FC373.pdf 

Cambridgeshire County Council Trading Standards Team was the winner of the first ever Better 
Regulation Award at the National Business Awards for ‘Think 2�’
http://nds.coi.gov.uk/environment/fullDetail.asp?ReleaseID=330702&NewsAreaID=2&NavigatedFromDepartment=True 

Cross-party support for CAP...
“…As we know, the industry wants the irresponsible minority to be dealt with and we should 
deal with such people robustly. Throughout the country we are seeing what can be done, 
through schemes such as Citysafe in Liverpool and the Think 21 campaign in Cambridgeshire, 
when agencies work together to try to tackle the problem.”
Vernon Coaker, Parliamentary under-Secretary of State, Home Office 
Alcohol-related Crime and Antisocial Behaviour, 4th March 2008 

Community Alcohol Partnerships were one of ten key public health proposals presented by 
Andrew Lansley MP, Conservative Shadow Secretary of State for Health
‘No excuses, no nannying’, 27th August 2008 

“We are also working with the Wine & Spirit Trade Association  to evaluate and implement 
an award winning project which they have run very successfully down south to tackle 
public underage drinking and proxy purchasing. This involves working with all the relevant 
stakeholders in a local community to share information and eliminate sales to anyone under 
legal purchase age.“
 Shona Robison,  Scottish Minister for Public Health 
Keynote speech to Scottish Alcohol Summit, 2nd September 2008

“…Cambridgeshire trading standards has built an award-winning partnership with local 
businesses that continues dramatically to reduce the sale of age-restricted goods such as 
alcohol to children.”  
Pat McFadden MP, Minister for Employment Relations and Postal Affairs
Regulatory Enforcement and Sanctions Bill [ Lords] 21 May 2008 

“I had the pleasure of visiting the St. Neots community alcohol partnership earlier this year, 
where I heard how education was being bound into the process. Talking to the kids who had 
been through the educational programmes, I saw how the process built links and brought 
together retailers, the police, trading standards agencies and drug awareness charities in a 
whole approach. That was a good lesson to learn.” 
James Brokenshire MP, Conservative Home Affairs Spokesman
Westminster hall Debate: Anti-Drug Awareness 7th October 2008

“…There are solutions out there. I do not know whether the hon. Gentleman is familiar with the 
St. Neots project in Cambridgeshire, which involves everybody, including schools and off-
licences, in a real partnership to tackle the alcohol problem. The partnership has resulted in a 
massive fall in problems associated with alcohol.”
Tom Brake MP, Liberal Democrat Home Affairs Spokesman 
Westminster hall Debate: Anti-Drug Awareness 7th October 2008



Launch of Kent Community Alcohol Partnership
The Chief Executive of Kent County Council, 
the Chief Constable of Kent Police and 
members of the Retail Of Alcohol Standards 
Group (RASG) gathered at Sainsbury’s in 
Maidstone on Monday 24 November for the 
launch of the largest CAP in the country.    

KCAP was unveiled as a  county-wide 
partnership aimed at changing attitudes 
to drinking among young people and 
supporting retailers to reduce sales of 
alcohol to underage drinkers.

Maidstone Sainsbury’s customers were 
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Community Alcohol Partnerships recognised with 
Responsible Drinks Retail Award

The Community Alcohol Partnership (CAP) approach to 
combatting underage drinking has won an award for best 
initiative in this year’s Responsible Drinks Retailing Awards.

Leaders of the Cambridgeshire project were on hand to accept 
the award from Licensing Minister, Gerry Sutcliffe MP, at the 
ceremony in London.  Speakers at the awards also included 
Gary Cox from the Scottish Government, Derek Lewis from the 
Drinkaware Trust and Commander Simon O’Brien from ACPO. Representatives of RASG 

and Cambridgeshire County 
Council accept the award

able to talk to Trading Standards officers to give their views on the issues involved in the 
partnership and enter a prize draw. They were also encouraged to try and guess the ages of 
a selection of images of young people, showing some of the difficulties faced by retailers

Three target areas have been selected as the initial KCAP pilots - Canterbury City Centre, an 
urban estate in Thanet and the suburb of Sevenoaks.



“...we need to promote active partnerships on the ground, working within communities. Cutting 
antisocial behaviour and underage drinking can be achieved by co-ordinated practical steps, 
such as initiatives like the community alcohol project in St. Neots in Cambridgeshire, bringing 
together parents, pupils, businesses, police and council trading standards, and by giving 
councils a much stronger say over licensing and the terms attached to alcohol licences. Rather 
than focusing on more rules, regulations and procedures, we need to focus on how we can 
give greater power and authority to communities”

James Brokenshire MP, Conservative Home Affairs Spokesman
Fighting Crime (Public Engagement), November 6th 2008

CAP in Parliament update

A  toolkit has been developed by RASG to help front-line practitioners 
develop Community Alcohol Partnerships in their own area.  The 
toolkit has a foreword by Home Office Minister Alan Campbell MP, 
endorsing the scheme. 

The guide includes model letters, leaflets and case studies that can 
be adapted for use by local CAPs to help them introduce partnership 
working in a cost effective way and ensure support across the 
community.

Home Office Minister Alan Campbell said:
“We need to ensure that all licensed premises comply with the law, 
and the Community Alcohol Partnership toolkit will help ensure that 
retailers stay on the right track.”  

The CAP Toolkit is freely available at www.communityalcoholpartnerships.co.uk

Launch of CAP Practitioners’ Toolkit

As part of the work in sharing the lessons learned in CAP more widely, RASG and 
Cambridgeshire County Council recently hosted a delegation of alcohol policy officials from the 
Scottish Government at a fact-finding day in the original CAP area of St. Neots Cambridgeshire.  
The visitors were given the opportunity to speak to CAP’s practitioners and were taken on a tour 
of previous trouble spots in the town.

We hope that the visit was useful and will pave the way for partnership working in Scotland.

Promoting CAP to Scotland 
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Work is continuing in the current CAP areas of Cambridge and North Yorkshire as well as the 
newly launched project in Kent.  Preparations with local authorities are continuing for the Isle of 
Wight and Reading launches.  In the meantime, the Isle of Wight CAP team have just received 
Safer Neighbourhoods funding for printed materials and in Reading, RASG will be working with 
local partners to giving a presentation on the model to Trading Standards staff from the whole 
of Berkshire.

Ongoing CAPs



Challenge 25 launched
The Retail of Alcohol Standards Group 
launched the Challenge 25 scheme in 
January with Home Office Minister, Alan 
Campbell MP.  Challenge 25 is a training 
scheme that builds on the success of 
Challenge 21 to help shop staff in making 
age related challenges and provides a 
margin of error to ensure that alcohol is 
not sold to minors. RASG members will 
be phasing in the new signage through 
2009 and promoting it to partners and 
independent retailers in CAP areas.  The 
signage is freely available at www.wsta.
co.uk 
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News from the CAP Areas...

Three KCAP projects are now launched and RASG will be working with Kent County Council 
and the University of Kent to assess the project’s effect on different types of area in the 
same county over the same period.

a) Kent

Edenbridge CAP launched on Tuesday 24 March at a local store. Meridian TV featured a 
RASG representative discussing the project.  Edenbridge was chosen because it was “very 
similar in structure” to St Neots, Cambridgeshire, providing a good contrast to the other two 
projects.  Enforcement evenings have already started with officers using KCAP brand high-
visibility gear to ensure the partnership is recognisable in the community. A RASG retailer 
has volunteered space in the grounds of their store for diversionary activity sessions with 
local young people.

Canterbury CAP was launched on 23 March.  This CAP incorporates pubs and clubs as well 
as shops and is the largest CAP so far.  Canterbury CAP will also be used to disseminate 
messages on sensible drinking and safety to young adults and the student population of 
the city.

L-R: Alan Campbell MP, Home Office MInister
       Nick Grant, Chariman of RASG
       Commander Simon O’Brien, ACPO

Thanet CAP launched on Tuesday 24 March in a local store. Shoppers in the store were given 
the opportunity to try out a set of beer goggles and to visit a young person’s battle bus which 
provides alcohol information and advice.



Following a meeting at the Greater London Authority, RASG has committed to build on work 
retailers are already doing in the London Borough of Croydon to share training and materials 
with independent off-licences. The first Greater London CAP will be a valuable opportunity to 
adapt the model to the unique needs of suburban London. Local trading standards officers and 
RASG are working together to identify suitable pilot areas in the south of the Borough.

B) Croydon
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D) Reading 
The Reading CAP has been approved by the Borough Council and is due for launch on 10th 
June. The CAP will focus on the Tilehurst area of the town.  Retailers and the local authority are 
currently agreeing a shared protocol for the Partnership.

E) Isle of Wight
Sandown CAP is due to launch in June with a training session for independent retailers.  A 
number of retail chains native to the Island are involved and local councillors are enthusiastically 
backing the scheme, which is being overseen in co-operation with the Government Office 
South East.  RASG also spoke at a seminar for licensed staff in Ryde earlier in the year, bringing 
the lessons learned from partnership working to the on-trade as well as the off-trade.

F) Cambridge
Cambridge CAP is building on its profile in the community with the launch of branded signage 
and aides memoire for shop workers and a new webpage and e-mail address to ensure they 
are in easy contact with the community.  Following intelligence gathered through CAP and 
after attempts at mentoring and partnership working, two non-RASG stores in the area are being 
prosecuted for sales to drunks.  A recent test exercise targeted at problematic retailers in the 
area showed no sales to underage people, highlighting the effects of the training and support 
offered to these stores by CAP.

G) St. Neots
Building on 2007’s highly successful CAP pilot, the team in St Neots are enriching the partnership 
with a broadened selection of partners and are planning a programme of retailer training and 
enforcement activity for the summer. 

H) Hailsham, East Sussex
Hailsham CAP launched on the 21st March 
with a further roll-out to Crowborough already 
planned with Sussex Police and East Sussex Trading 
Standards service.

 RASG is taking steps to ensure that the CAP will 
be enhanced with schools in the area developing 
alcohol programmes within their PSHE curricula.

I) North Yorkshire
The pilot (badged as Alcohol Respect Campaign - ARC) in Bedale has now rolled out to the 
towns of  Thirsk and  Northallerton, having launched on 19th January in Ryedale.  This stage of 
the project continues until March when it will extend to cover Malton, Norton and Pickering.

The launch of Hailsham CAP



CAP in Holyrood
In January 2009, Richard Baker MSP and Robert Brown MSP chaired a cross party information 
event on Community Alcohol Partnerships in the Scottish Parliament.  Scottish retailers spoke to 
an audience of MSPs and stakeholders about how partnerships have worked in England and 
took questions on what the approach can offer in Scotland.

Fife Partnership
RASG will be present at the launch of the FAPP (Fife Alcohol Partnership Project) on 5th May.   
The project will be run in partnership with NHS Fife, Fife Police and the Scottish Alcohol Industry 
partnership. CAP will form the middle section of the three tiered scheme.

CAP Network
RASG has launched a virtual network allowing partners in the various CAP areas to keep 
in touch and share information.  The network will allow new areas to put questions to more 
experienced partners and ensure that each area is able to build on the experiences of the 
others.

CAP in Scotland...

Other news...

CAP in Parliament

“…there are some partnership initiatives—or less statutory measures, if I can describe them 
in those terms—being undertaken in various parts of the country to try to reduce the harm 
associated with alcohol consumption and to provide education as well. In that context, I am 
thinking of the community alcohol project, based out of St. Neots.“
James Brokenshire MP, Conservative Home Affairs Spokesman
Policing and Crime Bill Committee
27th January

CAP at the Greater London Assembly

On 5th February 2009, the GLA’s Health and Public Services Committee heard evidence on 
the CAP approach to underage drinking as part of its inquiry into youth drinking in London.  The 
Committee heard about the contribution businesses can make to tackling problems when they 
are included as a stakeholder in the local community, and how this approach can be taken in 
London.  The Committee will report later in 2009
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Recruitment for CAP Officer Position

RASG is currently seeking to recruit a full time CAP Project Officer funded by the Retail of Alcohol 
Standards Group to supplement the team at the WSTA and further the roll-out of Community 
Alcohol Partnerships across the UK.



 

 
 
 

Challenge 25 
 
Challenge 21 was first launched by the Retail of 
Alcohol Standards group in November 2005 to 
support the Challenge 21 approach to the sale of 
alcohol. This encourages anyone who is over 18 but 
looks under 21 to carry acceptable ID (a card bearing 
the PASS hologram, a photographic driving license 
or a passport) if they wish to buy alcohol. 
 
Challenge 21 was rolled out across the country in a 
matter of weeks and has since becomes an industry 
standard that has lead to the cultural change 
whereby young people now routinely carry ID and 
expect to be challenged for identification when 
buying alcohol. 
 
Challenge 21 has proved an effective tool to tackle 
underage purchase but with levels of sales to minors 
still not low enough and the personal consequences of illegal sales for the member of 
shop staff more severe, retailer employees have increasingly requested a program which 
gives them greater backing and protection and therefore RASG is ready to move the 
retail industry norm to Challenge 25. RASG has developed a suite of designs from 
posters to shelf barkers to badges to reinforce the message throughout the store.   
 
The signage will roll out in RASG member stores across the UK in 2009.  The uniform 
RASG look will ensure recognition and awareness by consumers up and down the 
country and the variety of formats will reinforce the message throughout the store.  
Retailers will adapt their training, processes and IT systems to the Challenge 25 
approach. 
 
Culture Change 
 
Much of RASG’s work, for example with Community Alcohol Partnerships, has been 

aimed at fostering cultural change; tackling the 
demand side of underage drinking by making it 
unacceptable for underage people to attempt to 
buy alcohol or have adults buy it for them (proxy 
purchasing).   
 
To raise public awareness of the fact that these are 
in fact crimes that carry real penalties, the poster 
range also includes two posters setting out the 
facts on underage and proxy purchasing. 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Retail of Alcohol Standards Group 

c/o The Wine & Spirit Trade Association ▪ 39-45 Bermondsey Street, London SE1 3XF ▪ 020 7089 3882 ▪ stephen@wsta.co.uk 
▪Aldi ▪  ASDA ▪ Bargain Booze ▪ Booker Premier ▪ Co-op ▪  First Quench ▪ GT Stores ▪ Marks & Spencer ▪ Mills Group ▪ Morrisons ▪  Musgrave 

Budgens Londis ▪ Nisa-Today's ▪ Oddbins ▪ One Stop Stores ▪ Sainsbury’s ▪ Snax 24 ▪ Somerfield  ▪ Spar ▪ Tesco ▪ Total ▪ Waitrose ▪  
Association of Convenience Stores ▪ British Retail Consortium ▪ Wine & Spirit Trade Association ▪ 
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OUR UNDERSTANDING

DRINKAWARE is committed to providing people with 
the knowledge and tools they need to make informed 
decisions about the consumption of alcohol.
 
The Wine and Spirits Trade Association has asked  
DRINKAWARE to create a campaign which can be  
used by members in Point of Sales (POS) environments  
to help encourage responsible drinking, raise the profile  
of DRINKAWARE as a brand and drive traffic to 
their web-based information service.
 
Our approach has been to develop a common framework  
for members, providing a consistent look and feel and  
suite of messages and tips, while giving prominence to  
the DRINKAWARE brand.  
 
At the same time the campaign framework is  
designed to be flexible enough to enable each member  
to select from a suite of ‘agreed messages’, and to 
customise the templates to reflect their brand identity.
 
This document introduces our suggested creative 
treatment and aims to illustrate its inherent flexibility.
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MESSAGING AND TONE

DRINKAWARE is positioned as a trusted voice on responsible 
drinking. Within the context of this campaign, DRINKAWARE-endorsed 
communication materials are built around two core sets of messages.

The first set delivers clear guidance to people on the need to be 
DRINKAWARE about the units of alcohol they are consuming. 
The second set offers top tips that can work alongside the unit 
messaging to help people drink sensibly and responsibly.
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UNIT
GUIDANCE 
MESSAGING AND LOOK AND FEEL
We are proposing a set of five messages on unit guidance. 
Three are specific to typical drink types and sizes, the 
others contain general guidance on responsible drinking 
or the government’s specific daily intake guidance.

•  Know your drinks… a standard 25ml measure of 40% ABV spirit is 1 unit.
•  Know your drinks… a 440ml can of 4.1% ABV beer is 1.8 units.   
•  Know your drinks… a 125ml glass of 12% ABV wine is 1.5 units.

•  Know your drinks… and their units, and enjoy them responsibly.
•  Know your drinks… The uK government recommends not regularly 

exceeding daily units of 2-3 for women and 3-4 for men.

To bring the campaign’s simple, direct messaging to life, our approach  
uses a straightforward visual layout and selective colour highlighting  
of the fundamental typography.
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05    POS CAMPAIGNUNIT GUIDANCE

Messages on actual  
size shelf talker.

A standard 25ml measure 
of 40% ABV spirit is1  unit.

Know your drinks...



06    POS CAMPAIGNUNIT GUIDANCE

Messages on actual  
size shelf talker.

A 440ml can of 4.1ABV
beer is1.8 units.

Know your drinks...



07    POS CAMPAIGNUNIT GUIDANCE

Messages on actual  
size shelf talker.

A125ml glass of 12%ABV
wine is1.5 units.

Know your drinks...
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Messages on actual  
size shelf talker.

...and their units, and enjoy
them responsibly.

Know your drinks...
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Messages on actual  
size shelf talker.

Know your drinks...
The UK Government recommends 
not regularly exceeding daily units of 

2-3 for women
and 3-4 for men.



RESPONSIBLE 
DRINKING TIPS 
MESSAGING AND LOOK AND FEEL
We have also created a complementary set of messages 
that provide general responsible drinking tips:

• Enjoy alcohol responsibly...  
   A few soft drinks can help you pace your evening.
• Enjoy alcohol responsibly...  
   When you drink have a bite to eat.
• Enjoy alcohol responsibly...  
   Plan your journey and don’t drink and drive.

On these POS variants, the colour highlighting adds character 
to the messaging. It catches the eye, reinforces the core 
message and links visually to the unit guidance variants 
– forming a cohesive look and feel for the campaign.
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Messages on actual  
size shelf talker.
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Enjoy alcohol 
responsibly...
A few soft drinks can 
help you pace your evening.



Messages on actual  
size shelf talker.

12    POS CAMPAIGNFOOD

Enjoy alcohol 
responsibly...
When you drink 
have a bite to eat.  



Messages on actual  
size shelf talker.

13    POS CAMPAIGNTRANSPORT

Plan your journey and 
don’t  drink anddrive.

Enjoy alcohol 
responsibly...



We have taken the DRINKAWARE  
brand and sought to demonstrate  
how it can be applied consistently  
but with sufficient flexibility to  
enable individual members  
(campaign partners) to apply it  
in a way that works well for them.
 
In the examples on this page  
the DRINKAWARE brand is adapted  
using the primary pantone colours  
of members/campaign partners.  
This enables each campaign partner  
to ensure that the campaign fits well  
in their POS environment and with  
other in-store merchandising decor.  
 
It also helps underline the  
organisation’s commitment to  
the ‘enjoy responsible drinking’  
message. And, in each case  
the call to action is to the  
DRINKAWARE web service.  

ADAPTING ThE BRAND  
FOR RETAILERS

14    POS CAMPAIGN

Primary retail  
brand colour

Negative  
version



This page shows a selection 
of messages on shelf talkers  
featuring partners’ co-branding.

POS RETAILER 
VARIANTS
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Know your drinks...

A125ml glass of 12%ABV
wine is1.5 units.

Know your drinks...

A standard 25ml measure 
of 40% ABV spirit is1  unit.



Shelf talker examples in store.

IN-STORE 
APPLICATIONS
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EXTENDING 
 ThE
MESSAGING  
 

We believe any campaign of this type  
needs to have real endurance. Long-term  
behavioural change will require that there  
is a consistent strand of messaging  
represented in a variety of imaginative  
ways over an extended period of time.
 
We understand that this campaign will begin  
in summer and we would recommend now looking  
to the autumn and beyond and developing  
a sustainable programme that will underline  
the commitment of members to encouraging  
responsible drinking. 
 
One option is to consider developing seasonal  
versions across a range of in-store merchandising 
decor (the following are illustrative only).  

 



A selection of seasonal messages  
with campaign partner branding.

EXTENDING ThE MESSAGING 
SEASONAL OPTIONS
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Find out how a few
soft drinks can help
you pace your

celebrations.

j

Make the

evenings last longer
by spacing your drinks
with water.



Know your drinks...

A standard 25ml measure 
of 40% ABV spirit is1  unit.

USING ThE 
TOOLKIT  
The intention is that the toolkit will be an online  
matrix of the various campaign messages,  
in the form of downloadable template artworks  
in the various agreed POS formats.

Campaign partners would be free to amend  
the highlight colours of the artworks –  
as shown in this example – to reflect  
their core brand colours, and to add  
(where agreed) their own logo.

19    POS CAMPAIGN

Customisable area 
for partner primary 
brand colour.

Area for 
partner logo.

Key word customisable 
to partner primary brand colour.

Shelf Talker
150mm x 80mm.
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for further information email:  
Richard graham at richard.graham@corporateculture.co.uk 
or Claire McDonald at claire.mcdonald@corporateculture.co.uk



Tackling binge drinking in this country requires a 
fundamental change in the culture which surrounds alcohol.  

We all have a part to play – individuals, parents, 
Government, the health community, charities and the 
drinks industry. 

That’s why an alliance of alcohol producers and retailers 
has come together to form the Campaign for Smarter 
Drinking, and today announces a major social marketing 
campaign, working in partnership with Government and  
the independent charity Drinkaware.

More than 45 businesses have joined forces to run a £100 
million campaign over 5 years to challenge people to think 
anew about their drinking habits.  

Our aim is simple: to change attitudes towards 
drunkenness and encourage more responsible drinking. 

Despite overall alcohol consumption falling and retailers 
having made significant progress to stop under 18s buying 
alcohol, binge drinking by 18-30 year olds remains an  
issue that affects us all. We believe we can help alter our 
drinking culture for the better.

Our campaign will not work alone, it has to complement 
other, coordinated efforts from stakeholders.  
It will not do it by talking down to young adults or telling 
them what to do. Past experience shows this does not 
work. We will focus on young adults to make sure they have 
the facts, so if they choose to drink they can encourage 
each other to do so sensibly, as part of a balanced healthy 
lifestyle, rather than to excess.

The question the campaign asks is ‘why let good times go 
bad?.’ The answer will come from young adults in the weeks, 
months and years to come.
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